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Copyright policy to be revised
By Holly Abrams
FUCUIIY SENATE REPORtfR

Starting in January faculty and
staff members will begin meeting
to develop a refined and updated
University wide copyright policy
for faculty and students.
With new technology, the time
is right to develop a University
wide policy, said Executive Vice
President Linda Dobb.
"So many things have changed
about how we're using materials," she said. "Wc have so many
different ways that people are
using materials that we need
a policy that covers the whole
University."
The committee will consist

of various staff members from
throughout the University includ ing the library, WBGU, ITS and
MyBGSU blackboard, said Dobb.
The committee hopes the policy should be finished and put
into effect by fall semester 2005.
Currently the University has
copyright policies that cover
items faculty and students produce, Dobb said.
But while policies within
departments exist such as for the
University libraries and WBGU,
there is no up to date university policy that encompasses
the developing world of digital
media, Dobb said.
One aspect the committee will

l)c working on is a fair use policy,
Dobb said.
"Writers or producers have the
right to ask for money when their
material is used," Dobb said.
"Except under fair use where
materials are used to educate
people. Unless that use is interfering with the author's right to
receive money. We need a policy
that people understand and tells
people when it would be fair use
or when they should be paying."
Areas this would cover include
papers handed out in class or
shown on overheads, web printouts, materials on MyBGSU
blackboard and downloading

movies and music, Dobb said.
The revised policy must apply
to both classroom and online
teaching, said Bruce Edwards
associate dean in the department
of continuing and extended education.
"What we're working on is a
comprehensive policy that will
oversee a face to lace teaching
environment as well as the online
environment," he said. "That will
give them maximum learning
opportunity and yet be respectful of copyright."
Most questions about copyright policy at the University
libraries come from faculty,

at Fidel s

There is no "No Smoking" sign
in sight at Fidel's.
Instead patrons will see a welcoming smoker's lounge with
leather couches, a caf<5 style
table, television and a walk-in
humidor, which the owners call
the pride and joy of their cigar
shop.
"We get credibility with it.
It's reputable," said Denny
Emahiser, co-owner of Fidel's.
"It's nice in this room because
that's really the focal point of
the room, 1 think you sit in here
anywhere and look in there if
you're a cigar guy."
While the lounge with a
view of the humidor draws in
customers, Emahiser said that
he believes people come back
because of the welcoming
atmosphere he tries to create. As
customers come into the shop,
Emahiser isn't afraid to strike up
a conversation.
A woman enters the shop
looking for a Christmas present
for her husband and Emahiser
jokes with her, saying that she
didn't look like a cigar smoker.
He is able to remember her husband and the type of cigars that
he prefers.
Another happy customer left
satisfied with her purchase.
"Everybody's a number and a
nobody, but you know if someone comes in — always make
them feel warm and welcome
and really make someone feel

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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STANDFORD UNIVERSITY:
Copyright and Fair Use
http://fairuse.stanford.edu/

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS: Crash
Course on Copyright

Web
http://www.umuc.edu/library/
copy.html
INDIANA UNIVERSITY-PURDUE
UNIVERSITY AT IMDIANAPOLIS:
Copyright
Essentials
http://www.copyright.iupui.edu/
index.htm

Youth obesity,
a health risk
By Laura Nelson

3UEST REPORTER

adults are role models and
need to stress the importance
of healthy eating and physical activity when children are

young.
"I don't think address
ing one without addressing
the other is going to be too
successful," Hefner said.
"Obesity can be caused
through
family
habits,
through the examples that
they set." Erin Hungerman
University sophomore, said.
Hungerman believes that a
child growing up with parents
who do not exercise or eat
well will view these habits as
normal and carry out similar
behavior as they grow older.
According to an article titled
"Obesity Among Children"
by Alvin Poussaint, children
today spend an average of five
to six hours daily watching
television, using the computer and playing video games.
Poussaint believes that this
five or six hours children
spend in sedentary activities
wouldn't matter if they were
also physically active, but
most are not.
"Kids are encouraged to
sit at home and learn things
electronically and not go outside and make friends. If you
are not running around and
doing that, then you are not
only limiting yourself socially, but physically as well,"
Hungerman said.
Fast food restaurants are
also a huge contributing
factor to obesity in all ages.
Advertisements for such restaurants often target children
with colorful and fun characters. This advertising, along
with increasingly larger portion sizes, provides convenience for busy parents.
Many say schools are also to
blame. In tecent years, many
physical education programs
have been reduced or eliminated because of reductions
in funding. When this OCCUR,
teachers and adults must play
a very important role in continuing to encourage children
to remain physically active.
"It has to be a concentrated
effort," Catherine Swick, associate director of recreational
sports at the University, said
"At any level of education,
we must have role models.
Teachers have to show an
appreciation for health and
to life-long wellness," Swick
OBESITY, PAGE 2

CIGARS, PAGE 2
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Cornell University: Law about
Copyright
http://www.law.cornell.edu/topics/copyright.html

Heart disease, high blood
pressure, diabetes, insomnia
and breathing problems are
a few of the serious physical consequences associated
with obesity, an increasing epidemic in the United
States.
According to Tonya Hefner,
University nutrition educator
at the Wellness Connection,
this is a problem that can be
avoided by a balanced diet
and exercise.
Although obesity has been
a known health risk for a
long time, only recently it
is becoming an increasing
problem in the youth of the
nation.
It is clear that more attention is required to identify
and treat obesity in young
people or this group will face
serious health consequences
in their adult years.
Unlike many other serious
medical conditions, obesity is
preventable. Overweight children are suggested to adopt
healthier eating and exercising patterns to decrease the
likelihood of becoming overBen Swanger 6G News
weight adults, according to
FRIENDLY GATHERING: Students Eric Dale, Michael Click, and Aziz Fatnass enjoy cigars at the Fidel's smokers
the Academy of Child and
lounge yesterday evening. Students make up half of Fldels's customers.
Adolescent Psychiatry Web
site.
The AACAP Web site also
Greg Brown, a Sophomore at discovered, there was still room
special when they come In and
treat them good," Emahiser the University, has been a regu- for him to learn about the cigar states that between 16 to 33
percent of children and adosaid. "When someone leaves lar customer since Fidel's first business.
"It's funny, cigars that I origi- lescents in the United States
I thank them for their busi- opened. He said that during the
ness and I really mean it. I love summer he bought cigars every nally bought I thought were are currently obese. Although
people in the first place."
other day. Since school has going to sell, and those were the the disease is easy to prevent,
This business philosophy has started, he doesn't buy them as ones that didn't, and the cigars it kills 300,000 people a year.
Many factors play a role in
drawrn customers back to the frequently. He also like to hang that I thought wouldn't sell are
shop since it opened a year ago, out in the smokers lounge when the ones that move," he said. "I obesity in the younger generlearned a lot with what cigars ation. Three common factors
in November 2003. Emahiser he has time.
include heredity, poor eat"I like the fact that it's a nice to buy."
said that 80 percent of his cussecluded area," he said. "It's a
He has made adjustments to ing habits and lack of physitomers are repeats.
great place to come and smoke his orders to fit the needs of the cal activity; however, poor
eating habits and a lack of
customers.
a cigar and drink a beer."
Adjusting to customers' needs physical activity are the largHe said the atmosphere is
what drawls him back.
was the idea behind opening est contributors to obesity in
Emahiser said in the daytime the shop. Co-owners Burkle Americans.
Today, many households
that he sees "older guys," and at and Emahiser agreed that there
night, "college guys." Business was a need for a place where are dual-income, where both
from these age groups tends people could come to buy cigars parents are working full time.
to be about equal, he says. He and smoke them without being Often, parents lack both the
time and the energy it takes
added that he sees a variety of bothered.
They said thattheybelievethe to promote healthy dietary
customers, mostly men, but has
encountered a few women who customers enjoy hanging out, habits and physical activity
smoke cigars.
especially within the "political with their children.
This culture leads to
Business has been good in incorrectness" of the lounge.
"It's just a place where you unhealthy eating and little
the past year, he said. However,
summer sales were slow due to can relax and nobody bothers exercise. Commonly excesconstruction on Wooster Street you Ifor smokingl," Emahiser sive weight gain is the end
said. "We are very politically result.
in front of the store.
"It is a difficult balance,"
When Emahiser opened incorrect. We have Playboy
Hefner said. According to
Fidel's he knew a lot about
Hefner, parents and other
business and cigars, but as he
Priicllla Thornton Illustration
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For More Information on
Copyright Policies Visit:

http://www.utsystem.edu/OGC/
intellectualproperty/cprtindx.
htm
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:
Copyright and
Fair Use in the Classroom, on
the Internet, and the World Wide
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Smoky atmosphere a joy
By Miranda Bond
ffAIURfS EDITOR

COPYRIGHT WEBSITES
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University to define ownership
COPYRIGHT. FROM PAGE 1

teaching assistants and graduate
assistants, said (Jillecn (xniglilin.
coordinator of circulation at the
university libraries

"Usuallj the Issue that comes
up for the library In particular is
what materials faculty members
Can use loi their classes, bow

much and how often." Coughlin
said.
Fhe need tor a revised policy
in part has to do with changing
technology MU\ changing laws,
Coughlin said,
"With technology we can now
I ii i aide copies in a variety of formats," she said. 'When the law
was written it was primal It) fol
print materials. Vie want to make
sine we're complying with the
law and that students are getting
access to what materials the)
need access to."
The focus of creating a re\ ised
policy is not only to look out for
the Univeristv. but also for facult) and students, Coughlin said.
"I acuity members want to
be able to use materials that arc
new and we wan) to help them,''
she said.
hvo recent laws that are

sure to have an effect on the
policy the committee develops arc the Teach Act and the
Digital Milenium Copyright Act,

Coughlin said.
Passed in 2002 the leach Act
governs distance education and
digital media, and the Digital
Milenium Copyright Act, passed
in 1998, deals with copyright
policy with the Internet and use
ol software.
The new policy should give
faculty and students clear guidelines on copyrighted matierals,
Edwards said.
It will give students and facultv the boundaries for what
they can use in the classroom
and what they have access to
as members of the academic
community," Edwards said.
While one of the big issues
today is file-lo-file music sharing, oilier forms of media arc
being used without permission
as well, Edwards said.
"The real key lor students and
faculty alike is that unless yon
purchased it and own it and have
a commercial ownership of the
product, you shouldn't copy and
distribute it to others without
the permission of the original

copyright holders," he said.
There have been no major
issues so far regarding copyrights
at the University, the policy will
be a safeguard, according to

Dobb.

We do want to make sure in
the future we don't have any incidents.'' she said. "By putting out
a policy it will clarify for people
why they can't always use what
materials (hey want."
I he policy will need to cover
a balance between copyright
holders and those using the
materials, Edwards said.
"We need to find a happy
medium between original intellectual achievement and the
ability to share it with students
who want to learn," he said.
Words of advice Coughlin
can lend faculty and students
are foremost to always cite your
source. Also there are many
members of the University community who have legal and copyright backgrounds and can be
consulted, Coughlin said.
In addition students and faculty can in part educate themselves by researching effective copyright policies at other
universities, Coughlin said.

Youth encouraged to exercise
OBESITY, FROM PAGE 1

said. "There has to be some
thing in it for teachers. If they
don't support it and sec the
importance in it. that appreciation is not going to be
filtered on to the students."
Unfortunately, according
to Swick. physical activity is
often viewed as a chore.
■ I xercise should be enjoyable. It should blend with
your personal interests,"
Swick said. "It's finding an
individualized program that
works for you and having a
support system to make sure
you keep up with it."
Children need BO minutes
of exercise, and adults need
a minimum of 30 minutes
dally,
AACAP also suggests
replacing time in front of the
television or computer with

light activity, such as walk
ing, can make a large difference in the health of a child
in both the short-term and
long-term
And if a child is already
obese, efforts should be concentrated on losing weight.
Ibis should be done in
order to prevent the child
from remaining obese in
adulthood.
The AACAP recommends
that parents restrict activities like sitting in front of
the television or computer to
two hours a day. The organization also recommends
that families plan activities
together to make physical
activity fun for everyone.
According to Hefner, it is
important to keep a supply of
healthy snacks In the home
as alternatives to sugar-saturated, high-fat snacks often

consumed by children. This
will allow children to develop healthy habits early in life
and continue them in the
Inline.
Childhood obesity is a serious and growing problem
in this country. Due to cultural changes in our society
promoting overeating and
sedentary activities, only an
increasing vigilance on the
part of parents, teachers and
Othei adult role models will
prevent this epidemic from
worsening.
"We must get kids active
and moving and fight this
obesity epidemic," Hefner
said.
Obesity is a serious condition, but it is preventable.
"To better the quality of
life for future generations,"
Swick said, "all of us must
take responsibility now."

BmSwwtw BGNews

MANY OPTIONS: Fidel's offers a variety of Cigars. Since opening last November, Co-owner Denny Emahiser
has made adjustments to his cigar orders based on customers' requests.

Fidel's draws diverse crowd
CIGARS, FROM PAGE l

magazines, we leave the toilet
seat up, you can bring booze in
here and drink it as long as you
are 21."
Burkle said they created the
shop with the purpose of giving cigar smokers the option of
smoking inside in peace.
"Freedom of choice, last time
I checked that is what America
was all about," Burkle said.
"We thought we needed a place
where people could smoke."
The owners celebrate the

American way of consuming
guilty pleasures, which may
seem a little ironic with a name
like Fidel's: a few customers
have asked if the owners arc
Communists.
They reply that the name is a
joke; just another element of the
shop owners' laid-back attitude.
It only took Bmahiser and
Burkle about five minutes
to come up with the name.
They figured few names were
better than that of the most
famous cigar smoker in history,
Bmahiser said. The name has

been successful in drawing the
attention of the public. Once
people come into the shop,
Bmahiser encourages mem to
hang around Fidel's and socialize in the lounge, lie said that
the goal in opening the shop
was not only to sell cigars, but
create a social and relaxing
atmosphere.
It seems that the owners have
managed to do both. The atmosphere of Fidel's can be best
summed up with Fmahiser's
motto: "Love life, love peopkand have fun."

Make A Difference
On Campus

AttheBG
News
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With Yourself

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST with
a bed and dresser per person, a kitchen table and chairs, and a full
living room set with lamps. Extra amenities included in select units are
French double doors, washers/dryers, basement patios and ceramic
tile floors.
The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom townhouses start
at $200.00 per person for five people and two bedroom townhouses
range from $182.50 - $200.00 per person for four people. We dare you
to compare- the competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up
today for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our websife www.greenbriarrenals.com

The BG News, the independent
student daily newspaper at Bowling
Green State UriiveWty, is accepting
applications for the following positions
for spring 2005:

General Assignment Reporters
Spoils Reporters
Photographers (VCT co-op eligible)
Opinion Columnists
Graphic Designers (VCT co-op eligible)
Copy Editors

Gain the valuable communications, graphic design, critical
thinking and leadership skills that can make a difference
with your own career and the vitality of campus life at
Bowling Green State University. Get involved!
• Deadline to apply is 5 pm Friday, Dec. 10.
• Interviews can be scheduled until the end of the semester.
CONTACT

EDITOR

IN
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WCARRIEBGNET.BGSU.EDU)
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HOLIDAY GLASS SALE

CAMPUS

The Student Art Glass Association will be holding its
holiday glass sale this weekend in room 1206 of the
fine arts center. The sale will run from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
today. On Saturday it will run from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m.
All purchases are bursarable.

get a life
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8 .i.in. - 4 p.m.

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
I lockey Information Table,
Sponsored by the Athletic Dept.
Union lobby

Personalized Gifts

Alpha Phi Alpha will be personalizing gifts by putting names
and phrases of choice on bells
and crafts
Union lobby

II a.m. '.' p.m.
Ballroom Mass Information
Table, Sponsored by Catholic
Newman Club
Union lobby

8 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
Apple Table Top Display
The University Bookstore will
be displaying current technology that Apple and the Bookstore
carry
Union lobby

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Breast Cancer Awareness
Bracelets
Alpha Phi Omega will be selling
bracelets for philanthropy and
as a fundraising project
Union lobby

II a.m.-fi p.m.
Works by David Spasic
Union (latteries

4 p.m.
Concerto Preliminaries
Event is free and open to the
public
Kolxickerllall, Moore Musical
Arts Center

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Holiday Glass Art Sale
Fine Arts BuiltUngRm. 1206
Ml a.m.

2 p.m.

I'll Stocking Sale
I be I'rc A eterinary Medical
Sssociation will hi'selling pel
stockings tor S2 for the holidays.

7 p.m.
Movie: I, Robot
Free Movie courtesy
of University Activities
Organization
Union Theater

Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Food'Toy I )rivc, Sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Alpha
I licy will he collecting food and
toys and will also have information on I lealth Awareness Day
I Inion i obby

8 p.m.
Secret of the Star: A Show For
Christmas
Planetarium Show is followed by stargazing in the
Observatory if weather permits
on Friday and Sunday evenings.
BGSU Planetarium -112
Pliysical Sciences Lab Btdg.

11 a.m.-1 p.m.
I .liter Day Saint Student Assoc.
will be giving out info about
their organization
Union lobby

School of Art holds holiday sale
Holly Abrams
REPORTER

Tomorrow faculty and students hope to welcome many
new visitors to the School of Art
while raising funds for student
organizations at the first annual Holiday Open I louse and Art
F.xtravaganza.
The event will be held from
6 to 9 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center and will include student
art sales and demonstrations,
a Japanese tea room presentation in the lliroko Nakamoto
Gallery and several open student and faculty galleries. The
event is free and open to the
public.
"We want to raise campus
and regional awareness of what
goes on here and to promote
the school of art to this community," professor Dennis
Wojtkiewicz in the School of
Art said, "we want to welcome
people here."
Works on display include
thoseinthe"DesignMigrations:
Unigraphics' Best" an exhibition that features work from
former students employees
of BGSU Unigraphics held
in the Will,nil Wankclman
Gallery and the School of Art's
55th Annual Faculty and Staff
Exhibition, which features 88
works by 48 artists held in the
Dorothy liber Bryan Gallery.
"The faculty here have international and national reputations in the arts and this is a
showcase of the work that's
being produced by them,"
Wojtkiewicz said.
Student art displays will be

open for viewing and several organizations will each receive
undergraduate and graduate a percentage profit from the
student studios will be open to sales, said Nathalie Ayres, presthe public, said gallery director ident of the 2DAA Club.
The student artwork for sale
in the School of Art Jacqueline
is from a variety of mediums
Nathan.
"I hope it will give us the including sculpture, glass,
opportunity to show the amaz- printmaking, digital arts and
ing artwork students are doing graphic design, metals and
and what we have to offer the jewelry, fibers, photography,
drawing and painting.
community," Nathan said.
"We hope to proWorks on dismote our area and use
play represent a
■We
would
the sale as a chance to
variety of media,
make money for our
from
sculplike
people
organization," said
tures to paintto feel free Ayres. "This has been a
ing to Alms. The
for us as both
art goes from
to walk in challenge
artists and students,
the most tradiand see
giving us real world
tional forms to
the avante gard, what's going experience. 1 hope the
community will take
Wojkiewicz said.
on here
advantage of it and
Live music u ill
we'll have a chance to
be provided by
anytime
of
sell ourselves."
local jazz band,
the year."
The art sale is at an
the Rob Howard
opportune time to buy
Quartet, and free
food and refresh- DENNIS WOJTKIEWICZ holiday gifts, Nathan
PROFESSOR
said.
ments will also
"I think it will bring
be provided.
in people who want to
Demonstrations in glass do some hoi iday shoppi ng done
blowing, metal pouring, paint- and they will be able to puring and drawing and jewelry chase one of a kind artwork,"
work are planned, Wojtkiewicz Nathan said.
Pieces should range from
said.
"It will be an opportunity about S3 to hundreds of dollars,
for people to walk around and Wojtkiewicz said.
"But for the most part we're
sec people actually at work
and giving demonstrations," trying to keep things reasonWojtkiewicz said. "And it's not ably priced for faculty and
only about creating awareness students," he said.
Profits made from art sales
for the School of Art, we're also
having art sales to benefit
student organizations,"
Students
and
their

will help student organizations buy new equipment, go
on field trips and bring in guest
speakers.
Students played a major role
in planning the event and making art to be sold, Wojtkiewicz
said.
Organizations involved in
sales and planning include
the Print Society, 2DAA
(Two-dimensional
Arlists
Association), SMAC (Student
Metal ArtClubl, CAC ((Computer
Art Club) and Sculpture Club.
The faculty and students
hope that the open house will
encourage people to come in
the school of art more often,
Wojtkicwic/suid.
"We would like people to feel
free to walk in and see what's
going on here anytime of the
year. It's not only going to be
edifying but also entertaining."
Wojtkiewicz said. "We want
people to come in and enjoy
themselves and we also hope lo
make this an annual event
The Faculty and Stall
Exhibition and the "Design
Migrations" Exhibition will
continue through Jan. 18.
For those who wish to shop
early, some sales have already
begun. The clay club's sale will
be from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. today
and tomorrow from 10 a.m. to
9 p.m.
Donations to support the
student organizations are also
being accepted at the open
house.

PROPERTIES CO

Extra Large Bedrooms Available?
www.preferredpropertiesco.com

kA.4

Make your home at:
' Piedmont
«.
Fox Run
Mm

*"***C

Tn \}»T
• Haven House
■Mini Mall Apts.
• U pdated Birch wood
Mon-Fri: 8-12& i -4:30
- small pets allowed
530 S. Maple St.
• Triplex- small pets allowed Bowlin9 G,een'0H
•And other locations'.
419-352-9378

rT*

FREE

Good Luck Ladies, yon will be missed!!

mamherslilR RfMlete lo
Cherrywood Health Spa

'1>M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M

• Indoor Heated Pool
■ Newly Renovated
•New Equipment
• Sauna

Join Copper Beech
at The Junction
Friday 8 to 11p.m.
Must stop by our office
at 119 E. Court Street to
be eligible for party specials.

PRICES SO LOW YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE!
I ii V\

i I I l> M I

1 HMMI

'

'I I I I • ■

"

II

\

Sunday, February 27,
8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn French Quarter,
Perrysburg, OH, $249
Save $25 if registered before Jan. 14.

' 2,000 square feet of living space over three levels
• Spacious Living Room and Full Size Kitchen
> Huge deck to share with your neighbor
■ Private bath in each Bedroom-plus half bath for your guests
• Free High Speed Internet & Cable connection in each room

119 E. Court Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
1

6th Sfa*u*d' CJjitS" (Jap v

I Take a mini-vacation to refresh your body, mind
pirn Indulge in a day of complete relaxation.
You deserve to he pampered - and von will he.

LARGEST AND NICEST 2, 3, & 4 BEDROOM T0WNH0MES

Copper Rcccli m

**<&

419-353-3300
u «tv.copperbeechtow nhomes.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8:50-9 a.m. Breakfast Buffet
FuurBody Massage
Foot and Hand Mass
Yoga-Beginner
Imagery in Motion
Rhythmic Harmony
4:30-5 >V P.iv Ends with English High Tea

Gift (Certificates Available
Register by I Vcemher 31 to enter u drawing
for ,i tree one-hour massage

Call 419.874-4446
or 419.825.1891
puH-mc.ihy
[ lit VI IN(.
\KIS
IlNSIIM IrT
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"If the officer wasn't as close as he was, I
think this would have been a lot worse. It
was a chaotic scene, just a horrific scene."
Sgt. Brent Mull of the G>liimr>us,Orm>. peliceon the officer who fired at and
killed a gunman who had shot members ol tin.1 metal hand I tamaorpbn and
their conoerl audience, killing at least four people and wounding two others.
[ncMfwcdumi)
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Punishment of Taricani unjustified
Special Prosecutor Mark DeSisto
is trying to force Qiannel 10 investigative reporter lini Taricani to
repaj $100,000 in costs incurred
bj the governmenl while thej
probed who supplied him with a
tape of an aide to then Providence
Mayor Vincent "Buddy Ciand
being bribed.
This action is wrong in so many
ways. I" require Taricani to cover
the costs of the investigation is
an act ol harassment by the pros
ecutor, in an attempt to further
punish Taricani. who has already

On Feb. 6, Prevalence lawyer

YOU DECIDE

loseph A Revilacqua |r. denied
under oath that he wasTaricani's
source, I lowever, on Dec. 1 it was
found that the lawyer had in fact
been the source of the tape.
If this lawyer had originally
admitted that he was the source
of this tape, not only would the
Investigation have taken less
lime, but idso Taricani would
not have been found in criminal

Should journalists be able to
protect the anonymity ol their
sources, regardless? Send an
Email to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our web site.
paid the government thousands
ol dollars in fines, and bees as
main as six months in jail.
Additionally, Taricani is not to
blame for the length of time that
the dispute dragged out.

contempt of court
The prosecutor has also
charged thai laricani's investi-

gation "directly and proximately
harmed" the government as a
result of the costs they incurred.
If die investigation harmed the
government, why was it launched
in die first place?
If die government could not
afford the investigation, w by were
some members of die investigation paid from $125 to S200
pet hour? Perhaps the expensive
lawyers the government hired to
investigate taricani should repay
some fees.
The government
has

continued to ignore die tough
situation that Taricani was put in
when it tried to coerce him Into

revealing his source. As a reporter,
Taricani had to rely on confidential information to at least tip him
off «i a story, if not totally inform
him about it.
If sources knew that Taricani
would divulge their names ii
the governmeni subpoenaed
him, then some would refuse to
speak to him and thus deny the
public from finding out about
important information.

Taricani has already been
found guilty of contempt, and
will be punished in some \\ .i\
If Taricani is further punished
by being forced to pay $100,000
for the circus that followed him
around, then a horrible precedent will be set for reporters
across the country.
In the future, If the government
doe- not like what a reporter has
to say, all they will have to do is
launch an investigation ol the
reporter, and then force him or
her to pay for it.

.ETTEliS TO THE EDITOR PK0PLE Manners with cell
0NTHE STREET
Do dining centers affect
outcome of recycling?
looking at the newest information from the
"Battle of the Recyclables, Round 2" I noticed
something strange. The top four Residence Halls
in the contest don't have a dining ball in them,
and three of the bottom four do.

have one inside the I lall. I can't say that the low
lending scores are because of the dining centers, bui there seems in be a high correlation
between the two
An explanation could lie that when a person
eats in a dining hall, they recycle their products
Inside thai Dining Center, thus subtracting that
from the score of the hall,
1 don't know what we could do to remedy the
problem, I just wanted to get my point beard.

What is your favorite
way to take a break
from studying
for finals?

McDonald, Founders and Kreischerall
have dining centers; where Conklin. Kohl and

Offenhauer are near dining centers, but do not

JENNIFER BRADLEY
STUDENT

J

Comparisons of Iraq, Vietnam
faulty after knowledge of both
I'm finishing up one of the
best courses, In my opinion, I've ever taken al 1'enii
State University — I listory 173
(Vietnam at War). The course
was a sweeping review of the
long history of Vietnam from

its eariy conflicts with China
to European colonization to
its cultural development to,
finally, America's war in the
1960s'and 1970s.
As you might imagine, the
majority of the course focused
on the United States' involvement in Vietnam.
We sought to find out how
and why we sent troops to
Vietnam. What was the Strategic
value of Vietnam? How did die
conflict escalate to the scale it
did? I low did we end up losing?

MATT
VALKOVIC

U-Wm Columnist
Daily Collegian
PennStateumveraty
Was the effort worth 50,000 plus
American casualties?
What are the lessons of
Vietnam?
These are jusi a lew of the big
questions the class attempted
to answer. But as the class progressed, we found that there
were no definite answers to
these questions.
Several reasons were offerer I
up in attempting to explain
why we went to war in Vietnam,
but there really wasn't one that
we could point to and say with

absolute certainty that this was
why we were there.
It definitely says a lot about
the conflict when you spend
an entire semester studying it
and still can't come to a consensus on die main reason for
American involvement.
So why am I bringing this up
to you?
Well, I think it's pretty obvious. We're at war in Iraq for reasons some say are still unclear
(though I don't think sol, and
we are fighting a committed
and deadly insurgency with no
exit strategy in sight.
We have prominent politicians like Senator Ted Kennedy
(D-Mass.) calling Iraq "George
VIETNAM, PAGE 5
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BRIDGET DALIC
SOPHOMORE.
COMMUNICATIONS

"Watching'The
Amazing Race'or 'The
OC or working at the
Rec Center."

AT ISSUE: With increased usage of cell phones and
new ringtones, extreme measures may be needed.
Astheholida) season
approaches, we begin
to prepare for vacations
ami downtime with friends and
family. Along with the celchi, i
lion of kinship, blessings and
religious tradition, many people
use this time to purchase gifts
for those persons thej feel
inclined to give in
This year, I have decided to
give in; News readers an Infoi
null guide to using an Increas
ingly popular Christmas gift.

Ire popularity and usage of
cellular phones has increased
dramatically over rhe last live
years. Ucordingto UTacts.biz,
10 million cellular phones
were sold In2003. Constant
cell-phone usage has become a
permanent reality Almost every
one talks on their eell phone in

public al leasi once a day. When
and how thej choose to do ll rail
be tin- difference between
rudeness and courtesy
The problems with inconsiderate cell phone usage has

NIKI SUITOR
SENIOR, MARKETING
"Sleep."

JL
STEVE VAIRETTA

«,:c vmcW RiBBoN WAS FfeA
SoMiS FIRST ToUR OF DUTY.,
^SOUeVJASFoRjAeSToP-Loj
SP^DTOTHAT,.
■SfiSOHefoRVMeNHe
ScAU-eDBACK...

phone use a rarity

SENIOR, MIS

"Go running with
Ryan*

U!«coNerK>RWHeN
^CTToURVJAS

become so bad in recent years
that a New York restaurant
Chelsea's Hillmore lionin, has
Installed a soundproof booth
for patrons involved in such
"important'' business dial

cans cannot wait until afta
dinner ( IM lain daily cellular
occurrences on the campus
equal the absurdity that has
driven Chelsea's to make smfa an
extreme invention.
There are two main annoyances involved with cell-phone
Usage loud, obnoxious lingers
and public conversations
The first point to be considered is at one lime or another,
no matter how thoughtful a
person is. the phone will ring or
alert beep, even if it was checked
thirty times as to whether or not
it was on. This phenomenon is
no excuse to give up and totally
disregard the responsibility
of making sure all ringers and
beepers are turned off in closed

quarters,

TWlS «•»

vMATy

RYAN R0HRER
FRESHMAN,
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

"Go running with
Steve9

Monday is the beginning of
finals week and many students
arc crammed Into the computer
lab at the Union. Six phones
wenl oil within an hour yesterday. Most students in the lab are
deep in concentration trying
to complete projects. When a
loud ringer goes off, it can startle
someone and totally wreck his or
her train of thought.
The ringer problems aren't
just limited to computer labs.
I lassriMims have also become
victims of the wrath of

JED
HERRINGTON

Incoherent Ranting
"In the Union

computer lab, six
phones went off
within an hour
yesterday. When a
loud ringer goes
off, it can startle
someone and wreck
his or her train of
thought.''
absentminded cellular subscribers, ii seems incredibly
ridiculous to have our expe
education interrupted In crapp)
beeping renditions of "The
I lappy Kirthduv Song.'' It voui

phone does go off in class, donl
just sit there and giggle like a
ti\c year-old who has just seen

die opposite sex naked foi the
tirsi time.
\h assumption is thai man)
people are unable to figure out
how to set their phone to vibrate,
This bailies me because it some
one is able to download 'Pop Ya
Collar" from a ring tour1 provider,
they should be able to set their
phone to vibrate Most new "eellies' have arrows on the side ol
the phone dial toggle hetween
• silent, vibrate, vibrate and ring,
and the levels of inudnovs. If
your phone doesn't have uhu

tion. it's time to invest In a new
one. You probable look like Air k
Morris anyway, walking around
with an object up to your ear
resembling a shoe.
Some people may argue that
they can't hear or feel the phone
when ii is on vibrate. Most
phones are semi-loud when they
vibrate, but if it is that difficult to
discern when the phone is ring
ing in this mode, it might be Ix-st
if you find a way to rig it toyoui
crotch.
As far as talking in public or
in close-quarters with other
people- no one wants to heal
youi conversation. Youaien'r
dial interesting.
Listening to people talk on
their phone while driving In a
cat is the worst Who wants to
be subjected to hearing only
one end of usually meaningless
CELL PHONES, PAGE 5
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Liberals compare way too
many conflicts to Vietnam
VIETNAM, FROM PAGE i
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Through the looking glass
an undercover cop. As he was
being taken away, he said he
was just joking.
t

lesson about good behavior.
When the cops showed up,
she pointed out that her father
wasn't exactly a paragon of
virtue either, and showed them
where his stash of cocaine
was hidden. It was daddy they
arrested.

THE SHOW'S OVER. COME
ON DOWN

OK, HERE'S THE PLAN ...
CRASH!

A woman taking a shower
noticed, out of the comer of her
eye, that a Peeping Tom had
climbed a ladder to her bathroom window and was peering
at her. Pretending not to notice
him, she used her cell phone to
call her son in the other room
and had him phone the police.
The cops came while the guy
was still on the ladder.

Two men, who wanted to burglarize an auto parts store in
Chicago, parked their car on
the railroad tracks behind the
building. While they were sitting
there,,a train came. One dead.
One arrested.

A BRIEF MARRIAGE, BUT
WHAT MEMORIES

MIKE
PINGREE

A 23-year-old heavily intoxicated groom got up on top of a
table at his wedding reception
in Cheshire, England, drunk enly toasting the bridesmaids
and shouting incoherently at
(he guests.
His bride responded by hitting him over the head with an
ashtray. Then, he went berserk,
acting up and throwing things,
and finally attacking the police
who came to arrest him.
The wife, 39, who had been
warned not to marry the guy,
immediately filed for divorce.
The marriage lasted about 90
minutes.

KRTColumnist

YOU GUYS LOOK HIP. WANT
SOME BLOW?
A dim-witted drug dealer
walked into a bar in Like
City, Minn., and offered to sell
cocaine to a group of strangers be encountered there. The
men, who, as it turns out. w en
all plainclnthes police deputies,
agreed.
After coming to terms, the)'
arrested him.
WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO
WRONG?
A Buddhist monk, living in a
temple in Sydney, Australia,
finally got tired of being celibate
his whole life, so he went into
town and solicited sex from a
street prostitute.
lust his luck, the one woman
he picked to help hitri out w ;is

OK ROBIN HOOD, IN THE
WAGON
In order to facilitate a prison
escape, a man taped mobile
phones to arrows and shot
them into the exercise yard at
the high-security Mariefred
prison in Stockholm, Sweden.
When he returned to his car,
suspicious police were waiting.
They brought out dogs who
traced his scent back to the
prison wall, and then found the
arrows.

HE LOVES ME MORE! NO,
ME! NO, ME!
Three of the four wives of a 67year-old Iranian man became
very jealous of the fourth wife
when she showed up with a
very expensive pair of boots.
They were so upset that the
27-year-old wife was being
favored by their husband that
all three tried to kill themselves
with drug overdoses. They
survived.
GIVE US YOUR BEST OFFER

PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN GLASS
HOUSES...

Zany college kids at lixeter
University in Scotland have
put their school up for sale on
eBay. They are asking 10 million
pounds.

When his 16-year-old daughter
staggered home in a drunken
state, a New ferny man called
the police on her to teach her a

Mike Pingree is a columnist
for the Boston Herald. Read a
second "looking Class"column
on the Internet at
www.pingreeslookin^giassxinn

Bush's Vietnam" from the floor of
the Senate and stodgy, unkempt
filmmakers such as Michael
Moore making unscrupulous
documentaries portraying Bush
to be more sinister than Saddam
Hussein. In early action of both
the Afghanistan and Iraq wars,
doomsday critics latched onto
any sort of bad news to call our
efforts a quagmire hoping to
eventually declare our defeat.
The reality is that the liberal
elites in this country — from
Kennedy to Moore and his pals
in Tinseltown to most of academia and all of the mainstream
media — are obsessed with
Vietnam. In every military action
the United States has taken since
1975, these people declared that
Grenada in 1983 to the first Gulf
War in 1990-91 to Afghanistan in
2001 would be the next Vietnam.
On all counts they have been
wrong. Yet they persist in their
belief that what we face today in
Iraq is already another Vietnam.
But why is it that this crowd is so
persistent in their belief that any
military engagement we undertake will result in our defeat?
Because war isn't the answer?

of 1965 to December of 1972 we
If you are of die opinion that
Iraq is today's Vietnam, frankly,
never achieved the strategic vicyou are quite wrong. For one,
tory of driving communist forces
the North Vietnamese and the
from South Vietnam. Indeed,
Viet Cong — the communist
once the last American officials
insurgents in South Vietnam
left in 1975, North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong troops stormed
— were not, as the hawkish
Saigon and
leftist Christopher
renamed it Ho Chi
Hitchenssays, "The
"The
liberal
enemy of the whole
Mihn City, in honor
civilized world,'' as
ol their communist
elites
in
this
those who we arc
hero.
country are
battling in Iraq and
Today in Iraq,
the last insurgent
elsewhere certainly
obsessed
hot-bed of Fallujah,
are. The enemy we
with Vietnam. while not wholly
faced in Vietnam
only wanted the
is back in
These people pacified,
U.S., like the French
American control,
declared that and elections in
and lapanese before
them, to leave
Iraq remain on
Grenada
South Vietnam so
schedule for the
would be the end of lanuary.
they could unify all
ofVietnam under
next Vietnam.' The road ahead is
communist rule.
nowhere near easy,
Secondly, in Iraq,
but the progress
if you've forgotten
uc\e made so far
already, we actually achieved
both politically and militarily is
the strategic military victory.
exponentially greater than anyFrom the outset, the stated goal
thing we achieved in Vietnam.
was the deposing of Saddam
For this reason and many
. Hussein's regime. We took care of more that exceed this column's
that in three weeks.
800-word limit, we should not
FlOm the time the U.S.
lose hope in our effort. I believe
engaged in heavy combat opera- it is a noble one, but only history
tions in Vietnam from lanuary
can judge this to be true.

Rude behavior results in people's
cell phones being smashed to bits
CELL PHONES, FROM PAGE 5

conversation? There have been
many times when someone
has repeatedly turned down
the music In my car to conduct
an insignificant exchange. This
behavior almost warrants pushing the offender out of the
moving vehicle.
If you aren't bothering anybody, then there really isn't
a problem. Going outside is
always an option, because others aren't trapped in an enclosed
space with you. Places like the

dining area of the Falcon's Nest
seem large enough and always at
such a low, continuous roar, that
a quiet conversation won't even
be distinguishable from others
people talking.
Overall, proper use of cellphones boils down to respect. If
someone doesn't have respect
for or isn't even aware of the
environment around them, they
are not likely to monitor the way
in which they use their favorite
little toy. Rude cellular patrons
are usually the same people tiiat

litter and talk loud in quiet

study rooms.
Hopefully these disturbers of
concentration will come around
and this won't be an issue much
longer, but if it is, there are a
couple of other Christmas gifts
that can help remedy their
problem.
The first gift is a baseball bat
to smash their phone. The other
is a few rolls of quarters so they
can "conduct business" the old
fashion way.
E-mail led with comments at
jalierri@bgnet.hgsu.edu.

-COUPON! $10 off for any,'
purchase of $50
or more
(redeemable for
, merchandise only),

10% Discoun
off regular priced
merchandise for
any BGSU Student
with a valid

Student ID

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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SEARCH FOR MISSING OHIO GIRL CONTINUES
COLUMBUS — Suburban Madison Township police
said they were treating the disappearance of 5-yearold girl as a kidnapping after two days of searching
with dogs and a helicopter failed to turn up any trace
of her. Emily Rimel vanished from her bed in her
apartment early Tuesday morning.

www.bgnews.com/state

SWE
Church to
fight license
renewals for
TV stations

Columbus shooter
was fan of metal band
By Andy Resnik
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

MARYSVILLE, Ohio — A man
who police say shot and killed a
heavy metal guitarist and three
others at a concert listened to
the band member's music
to psyche himself up before
football games.
Nathan Gale also tried to talk
music with people at a tattoo
parlor in his hometown.
An imposing figure, Gale was
on the offensive line for the Lima
Thunder in northwest Ohio in
a league that plays weekly in
the summer, coach Mark Green
said.
Police say Gale, 25, charged
on stage at Alrosa Villa nightclub in Columbus and opened
fire Wednesday as the band
Damageplan began its set.
Guitarist Darrell Abbott, who
was killed, formerly was in
the popular 1990s metal band
Pantera. Gale listened to Pantera
on his headphones before games
during his one season with the
I jma team, Green said.
"You wouldn't look at him and
think he was capable of doing
something like this," Green said.
"It wasn't like he was a loner."
Green, who also owns a car lot.
said he saw Gale two days ago
when he made a payment for a
car he bought from Green three
weeks ago. Nothing seemed
unusual, he said.
At the Bears Den Tattoo Studio
in Marysville, Gale made people
feel uncomfortable by staring
at them and forcing them into
a conversation, manager Lucas
Bender said.
"He comes in here and likes to
hang out when he's not wanted,"

Bender said. "The most pointless
conversations."
Gale
never
mentioned
Damageplan or Pantera, Bender
said.
"I tried to stay busy and avoid
him," he said.
A tattoo artist at the studio, Bo
Toler, said Gale was at the studio Wednesday between 5 and
6 p.m. Gale asked about having
the studio order tattoo equipment for him and Toler said he
told him no. Gale then got very
angry and started yelling at him,
he said.
"last night was actually the
first time 1 noticed his temper,"
Toler said. "After the argument
we had he kind of walked out
with an attitude. He didn't even
say goodbye."
Toler said Gale did not mention that he was going to the

concert.
GalewasamemberofFraternal
James D Decamp AP Photo
Order of the Eagles lodge in
Marysville, but always came in SHOOTING: Columbus, Worthington and Clinton township paramedics work on one of seven shooting victims
alone and talked to only a few at the Alrosa Villa nightclub in Columbus, Ohio. A gunman opened fire on the band and crowd.
people, said Charlie Modena,
a member of the lodge, where arrests for trespassing and driv- Columbus Blue Jackets hockey about him, not like he would be
ing with a suspended license, but jersey, said Mandi Dellinger, who dangerous to you, just something
Gale's mother is a bartender.
"He always seemed real wasn't considered a troublemak- works at a cell phone store on the about him that wasn't right," she
said.
quiet and usually drank Pepsi," er, assistant police chief Glenn same block where Gale lives.
Gale mentioned he was in the
Police said Gale was wearing
Nicol said.
Modena said.
Gale's apartment sits above the jersey during the shooting. Marines but wouldn't talk specifModena said he hadn't seen
Gale at the lodge in about a stores and restaurants near Main Dellinger said she used to say ics, Walden said. Messages were
Street in this city of about 16.000 hello to Gale but they never had left with several military public
week.
affairs offices trying to conlirin
"He never caused any prob- people 25 miles northwest of a conversation.
"He seemed like a nice guy. I le his service.
lems," said Modena, adding he Columbus.
Gale got a diploma from
Columbus police searched just seemed shy." Dellinger said.
never spoke with Gale.
Gale ate two or three times Marysville I ligh in 1998 after takNo one answered the door his apartment Thursday. Nicol
Thursday at the Marysville home said. Columbus police spokes- a week at Maggie's Restaurant ing classes his junior and senior
of Gale's mother, Mary Clark. man Sgt. Brent Mull declined across an alley from his apart- years at Ohio Hi-Point Career
ment, waitress Emi Walden said. Center in Bellefontaine, where
A message was left on her cell comment.
Gale had red hair that was cut He would stay to chat after eating he completed the construction
phone.
Gale had several minor run-ins very close, often wore a winter and seemed lonely, Walden said. and electricity trade program,
"There was something odd superintendent Kim Wilson said.
with police since 1997, including hat and was always wearing a
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SELL YOUR BOOKS

hanukkah
Christmas
kwanzaa
graduation
my birthday
PowerBook GO
More Power. More Speed.
Light enough to carry around all day,
the three new PowerBook G4 models
start at just 4.6 pounds. You II marvel at
the way so many high-end features fit into
such a remarkably thin and light frame.
Starting at $1,399.

□

CLEVELAND - The United
Church of Christ filed two
pedtkMU yesterday asking
the Federal Communications
Commission to deny license
renewals to two Miami television stations that wouldn't-air
an ad that alludes to condemnation of gay relationships by
some churches.
CBS and NBC rejected the
ad. CBS said it does not accept
advocacy advertising, while
NBC said it does not accept
ads that deal with a public
controversy.
The United Church of
Christ contends that the stations should lose their licenses
because they have failed to
provide viewers access to a full
array of social, political and
moral ideas.
The church targeted WFORTY ,1 CBS affiliate, and WIVIIV, an NBC affiliate, because
their licenses aa' up for renewal in lanuary and because
both are owned by the networks, said Gloria iristani, the
Church's managing director in
its office of communications.
The rejected commercial
shows the liberal-leaning
denomination's welcoming
stance toward gays and others
who might feel alienated by
other churches. It portrays a
gay couple, a Hispanic man, a
black woman and a man in a
wheelchair being pushed back
from the doors of a church
by two bouncers. Flashed are
the words: "lesus didn't turn
people away Neither do we."

OFF CAMPUS

WHERE YOU .ALWAYS GET A
BETTER DEAL
DID WE MENTION OUR DIPLOMA
FRAMES ARE CHEAPER TOO?

•oak 04
, Designed for the digital life on the go.
You want the freedom of portability
without the premium of a high-end
workstation. Get your work done anywhere
with the ultraportable 1800k with a G4
processor that packs a powerful punch
Starting at $949.

□

Save up to $100 on a laptop purchase
when you upgrade your ram.*

.o«

*^
Applecare Protection Plan.
Extend your computer's 90 days of
compHmenutry support and oneyear warranty 10 up to three years
of world-class support. AppieCare
provides you whh long-term peace
of mind.

II

iPod 40GB: 10,000 songs $369
iPod 20GB : 5,000 songs $269
IPod mini 4GB: 1,000 songs $229
5 colors to choose from

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE,
530 EAST W00STER STREET, BOWLING GREEN
419-353-7732
WWW.SBXG0FALC0NS.COM
HOURS M0NFRI 9*30, SAT 9-5:00

NEW THIS FALL.

IW
Offer only available through
BGSU Authorized Apple Campus Reseller
University Bookstore, Student Union
Bowling Grew, OH 4J40J
419-372-3062
Special offer expires December 17.2004.
•Oner excludes ir IBook w/CD ROM.

0 7004 Apcfe Computer. Inc Al rtohls r*M*v«4 AppU. Iha Appkt lego.Utooa *nd fcmwtooli an mliwiiti et Appfct Compuuj*.tnc.
fqrtwod in rh« U.S.awd other (ouwtrtet Pnqng and ■waraiani rypjxt ro t*i*no».

CITY BUCKS
USE YOUR STUDENT ID AS A DEBIT CARD
SIGN UP THIS SUMMER
CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS

FRIDAY
December 10,
2004
www.bgnews.com/pulse

ALBUM: Check out
the MosDef album
review; PAGE 8
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get a

life

calendar of events
FRIDAY
7:30 & 9:30
UAO Movie:
I, Robot
Union Theater
10 p.m.
Grasshopper Pie
Howard's Club H
10 p.m..
Glass Candy
Easy Street Cafe
10 p.m.
lah Messengers
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl
10 p.m.
To be announced
Brewster's Pourhouse

SATURDAY
8 p.m.
Philharmonia Competition
Kobacker Hall
10 p.m.
Huge World Project
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Hubcap
Easy Street Cafe
10 pm.
Two Skinny Dorks
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl
10 p.m.
Brian Bocian
Brewster's Pourhouse

SUNDAY
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
I, Robot
Union Theater

MONDAY
10 p.m.
Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe
10 p.m.
DJ Kehoe
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl

TUESDAY
10 p.m.
Comedy Night:
Don Tjernagel
Featuring: Ken Ferguson
Easy Street
10 p.m.
Karaoke Night
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl

WEDNESDAY
10 p.m.
Jerry Sprague
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl

THURSDAY
10 p.m.
DJ Diamond D Lee I
DJ Abyss
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl
10 p.m.
Open-Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe

most important hip hop albums
Although it had been a staple of New
York nightclubs for years it wasn't until
1979 that most of America was exposed
to hip-hop music.
With a hip to the hop and a bang to the
boogie the Sugarhill Gang came out with
Rapper's Delight."
While Sugarhill Gang has a lot in common with N'Sync, they were a band
brought together by a record label to sell

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

records, they opened the doors to the
rest of the hip-hop, community.
A year later punk-rocker Deborah
Harry saw Fab Five Freddy perform in
the Bronx after she left the famous club
CBGBs and they collaborated on the
song "Rapture."
Not long after came Run D.M.C., who
had the cross over sensation "Walk this
Way" with Aerosmith.
HIP-HOP, PAGE 9,
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R. Kelly/Jay-Z
^ UNFINISHED
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M
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VIEWS
Mos Def

Ja Rule

By Jessica Wagner
COPY EDITOR

NO PHOTO
AVAILABLE

mm <i

"Unfinished Business"
DflfJamReconh

A

Howard's hosts
Hugeworld Project

Freshwater Collins

The New Danger"
(iefion Records

"RULE."
l)ef lam Recoids

A

A

"Freshwater Collins"
St'lt-a'teased

lust when you thought Jay-Z was la Rule's latest album shows Actor turned rapper turned rapfinished, he came back collabo- only slight deviation from what in i actor Mos IX'f has come out
rating with Ft Kelly In an album lias ciunc to be expected from of a long musical hibernation lo
release his first CD since 1999's
entitled "Unfinished Business." "hardcore" Del'lam.
Released earlier last month, critically acclaimed "Black on
I'm sure you can recall certain
collaborations thai should have "R.11.1..1." has almost nothing Bom Sides."
In the meantime he has
nevei occurred, however this going for it...la's sounds are
album is in the positive side of nothing new. Even 2Fac puts become the slar of box office hils,
oul better stuff than this and award winning dramas, hosted
combining two artists.
I IUO'S Del Poetry" and tried to
The ll-trackalbum has all die he's dead.
Hie album is buill around the reclaim tap/rock from the likes
pleasurable musk thai comes
M Ith a lay- Z album and the laid- thud track, "Wonderful," featur- of I imp Hi/kit and linkin Park.
back, spitting game sound of ing artist R. Kelly and Ashanli. ()n the disc his rhymes are lighter
It Kelly.
The collaborative single is actu than ever.
lie has a confidence and
It makes for a great album ally pretty good.
li Features a smooth sound authority in his words thai add lo
combining two ol hip hop's
best selling artists, and is expect- thai is contrasted by las trade- the weigh! of everything he says.
ed m be a greai addidon to mark scratchy/deep voice, mak- less contemplative and introing for an all around melody spective than "Black on Bold
your collection.
The album starts offwith "The accomplishment; however its sides' ibis album is an Indictment of the steady decline of hipReturn,'' a typical lay-/ sound nothing extremely exemplary.
\ couple ol linies while listen- hop music in the five years Mos
with original beats to complement the h i les and finishes with ing io the album I had flash- has, been gone
If then' is one problem with
"The Return (Remix)," featuring backs toDMX and Rough Rider's
the album il Is thai, while musiSlick Rick and Doug E Fresh.
videos.., I wonder why.
H your looking for thai R.
One recenl positive bend thai cal!;, diverse, sometimes the
Kelly sound, track four, "She's Ja Rule seems to have adopted tracks d< in't mesh with each oilier.
Coming Home With Me." and is a Motown sound integration Some tracks feature the African
n.ic k five,' I eelin' You In Stereo," with hip-hop. The first irack, American rock supergroup thai
is a typical H.Kelly sound and "inc Intro," for example has a Mos formed. Black lack Johnson.
remains one ol the standout gospel feel that pays tribute to These tracks, while Interesting io
narks on "Unfinished Business," die religious roois of what has listen to on their own right don't
seem lo fit within the rest of die
that features R. Kelly loving on toda) become R&B.
the ladies that we all know he
Hie best pan of the album.
Mos' friend Kanye West proloves io do.
entire album arc the skit-like
duces the most controversial
Another stand-out track on intermissions.
the album is "We Got Em Goto,"
Track li, "Stripping Game," track" 1 he Rape Over" (set io layfeaturing Memphis Bleek. I his is the comic relief from what Z'S "The Takeover"). In II Mos
song has strong beat that is rem- seems like an endless amount pulls no punches in explaining
hip-hop's downfall - the mindless
iniscent of the Shady Aftermath redundant redundancy.
label, and everybody gets their
It features a couple of older acceptance of the thug lifestyle
turn at the mic on this tune.
gents talking about the roots and white men and big business
"Unfinished Business," is a of snipping...which apparently exploiting that fact
lie also delivers harsh critigreat album with both artists lies in Africa.
getting equal time at die mic.
Track 10, "True Story." brings cism on another Kanye track.
This album fulfills all the back the classic "bottom of "Sunshine." "1 don't hale players, I
potential and hype that it the ninth come back in a very don'i love the game / I'm the shot
clock, way aho\ e the game/ To be
has received combining two ol explicit way
the best
The album isn't worth the poinl blank with sou mother!*"
li also a nice album to add illegal download much less the the game /1 got all this work on
me, I ain't come lor play / You can
to die collection of music to CD purchase.
gel you ready to go oui on
And if your really desperate show the little shorties how you
Die weekend and ready io gel for some new la Rule, your bet- pump and fake/ But dog. Not lo
your part) on.
tei oil remixing "Pain is love" I X'l. Tin not impressed."
For fans of hip-hop. I la's second big album) on your
I Ic uses a lot of war imagery
"Unfinished Business." will IPod. or whatever.
throughout the record, making
a parallel between the soldiers
bring you the pleasure lhai
both of these arlists have done
fighting in Iraq and black youths
By Daniel Lucio
fighting in the ghettos of America.
many of times before,
The album is hard hitting arid a
welcome return from one of hipBy. Matt Manning
hop's most important MCs.
By. Sean Corp

A

"Swell." That's the first word that
comes to mind when you listen
to the latest album put oul by
Milvvaukees Icai some-foursome
Freshwater (xillins.
li's also the title of Ihe first sin
gle—no pun intended.
But along with swell, unique
is another word that comes lo
mind.
After I listened Inoas
sanity to this CD to figure out
who the hell ihe band sounds
like, I drew a blank.
Freshwater Collins: Thank you
for putting oul a sound and a
CD that can't lie compared lo
another band. It's about lime
we got some new sounds from
ihe music industry. I'm starting
to get tired of this pop-punk B.S
Did I just say that out loud?
What I like hesi about this
hand is that they have such an
eclectic sound throughout both
the CD and the songs as well
And I'll be honest. I didn't think
lead singer i hris \ us' grungy and
rock 'n roll-ready voice went well
with the music al first, but after
geltiag their songs in my head
I've come to the conclusion that
it's a perfect fit.
Freshwater Collins combines
strong bass lines (Brian Vos) with
thriving guitar riffs (Chris Vos and
)osh Tovar) and driving drum
beats (Justin krnl!. Together, they
form a sound laced with funk
pop, rock and a slew of other
sounds that have been long-over
looked by the music industry.
I hen songs range anywhere
from soft sobs to heavy howls
proving an eccentricity music
fans will appreciate. And they
write about what we can all
relate to. like in the second
track, "lust Along the Way" when
G Vos s( leanis. " The smell of
beer/Die tasle of tears/Is far loo
familiar lately." Haven't we all
been there?
II isn't hard to tell, either, what
ihe besl songs on the CD are
"Swell," "Lost Along the Way" and
"Done" prove that Freshwater
Collins is headed in the right
direction: And that's away from
what everyone else is trying lo
sound like. Kudos u> diem.

By: Jessica Wagner

When three trained musicians
gel together and form a band
that was partly named after a
telephone number, a project
ensues; a Hugeworld Project
in fact.
Hugeworld Project will be
taking the stage al Howard's
Club H on Saturday, December
11th at 8 p.m.
The members of the band,
Tony "Papa" Papavasilopoulos
(I.ead vocals, lead guitar, founder and songwriter], Mohoni
(Bass and sitar), and Hlijah
Vazquez (Drum, background
vocals and IHiSU alumnus)
work together at BG Music
and Sound and decided in
lune lo get logether and form
a trio thai mixes elements of
Wilco-like lyrics with hints
of bluegrass, funk, blues,
jam, jazz and rock in which
Papavasilopoulos says, "is different from the local bands
around here who are mostly
heavy, a lot of punk, a lot of
metal, but we offer a sorta
jam band, melodic rock, and
Americana feeling. We are out
lo do something different."
Tony
Papavasilopoulos,
or Tony Fapa, got the idea to
form Hugeworld Project after
he left his Milwaukee-based
band, Freshwater Collins, and
returned to Bowling Green to
leach guitar lessons Then he
met another guitar teacher,
Tlijah Vazquez, and an instruincnt repair technician. Mohoni
and decided lo borrow the name
'Hugeworld Project" from an
old roommate. The house that
Tony Papa and his roommate
lived in on Wbosier was a very
open, creative house that had a
telephone number in which die

last four digits spelled out huge.
The name, Hugeworld Project,
was then created and later borrowed by Ihe trio because, as
Tony Papa says, "This band
incorporates many different
musical influences, and there is
something for everyone in our
music. It's a huge world; there
are a lot of musical influences.
We even use a sitar in our songs
and everybody goes crazy! VJe
haven't had any bad feedback
and we are gaining a pretty big
fan base."
1 "hat's not all they are gaining however. ITie band is looking forward lo a CD and DVD
release, which will be possibly
sold al their upcoming Dec.
17Ui show at Club Bijou and
their Dec. 25th show at Nate
andWally's.
Admission to the show is
the cost of cover at Howard's
in which Tony Papa should be
about $2-53 and Hugeworld
Project's set begins at 8 p.m.
1 heir website is currently under
construction but will be hugeworldproject.com, in which
will include their CD. DVD,
merchandise and upcoming
tour dates.
Tony Papa also assures dial
everyone should lake a break
from exams and come down
and see Ihe show at I ioward's
on Dec. lllh. "If you reach that
point of diminishing returns in
your studying, come oul and
gel a little bit of inspiration. It's a
cheap diver, you could feed thai
into a jukebox it's only two or
iluee bucks...if you like Phish, if
you like funk, if you like 1 lendrix
or Bluegrass, you're going lo like
us All we do is music. We do it
everyday and ii shows through
our stage performances. So
come out and see us'

'Treasure tops box office
By Rick Hotter
KRI CAMPUS

UNBURIED
'TREASURE':
There* no denying it: "National
Treasure" is digging up some
serious riches. The Nicolas Cage/
ferry Bruckheimer action fantasy topped the charts for the third
straight week, a feal matched
by only six other films Uiis year.
.And thai despite a so-so ad campaign and a critical reception
that would bury just about any
odier film. Both the principals
needed a liit: A Nic flick hadn't
topped $100 mil since 2000, and
the super-producer was coming
off back-to-back bombs: "King
Arthur" and "Veronica (iuerin."
nil UP SLOB: "Closer"
presents an intriguing case:

A star-stuffed cast and a stellai opening-weekend average
propelled this limited release
into the stratosphere at No. 5.
But audiences weaned on fed
good Julia Roberts fables could
get shell-shocked by Ihe barrage of f-bombs. This one bears
dose watching.
BOMB SQUAD: loyal readers know that the Squad just
hales to kick someone when
he's down, so . sharpen those
boots! 'Alexander" is dropping
faster than an Olympic diver,
down 65 percent in weekend
two . the deepest plummet in
the top 'io. Had the Parthenon
crumbled ibis fast, it would've
jusi been dusi on a picturesque
hilltop centuries ago

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

llhj

146'/, MANVILLE 1 BR Upper Unit. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars $440 per month, Deposit $440. Tenants pay utilities
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
219 W. EVERS 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants pay utilities. One car garage, washer, dryer hookups. $775 per month, Deposit $775. Lease datesMay 14, 2005-May 6, 2006.
327 E. EVERS. *B 2 BR Duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. $690 per month. Deposit $690. Tenants pay gas and
electric. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 -August 5, 2006.

HOCKEY

412 RIDGE STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
$960 per month. Deposit $960. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-August 18, 2005 -August 5, 2006
422 CLOUGH STREET 2 BR unit above garage. Limit 2
people Limit 2 cars. $490 per monlh, Deposit $490.
Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 May 6. 2006.
605 SECOND. #A 4 BR Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars. $780
per month, Deposit $780. Tenants pay utilities. Lease
dates-August 18, 2005 -August 5, 2006.

STUDENTS WE NEED
YOUR SUPPORT AS
YOUR NATIONALLY RANKED
17TH FALCONS
BATTLE THE 4TH RANKED
WOLVERINES
IN AKEYCCHAGAME!

614 FOURTH 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $840 per
monlh, Deposit $840 Tenants pay utilities. Has washer
and dryer Lease dales-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S880 per month. Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
710 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 per monlh, Deposit $740 Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dales-August 18, 2005 - August
5, 2006.
714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars. $680 per month, Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006.
830-830'/. SCOTT HAMILTON 3 BR Duplex. Limit 5
people Limit 5 cars. $925 per month, Deposit $925.
Tenants pay utilities. Air Conditioned. Lease dales-May
14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
We have many other apartments available. Stop in
the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

FREE THUNDERSTIX ^S^EXCITING PROMOTIONS!
COMPLIMENTS DF
MR.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. I
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewl6verealestate.com

AND GIVEAWAYS FROM!

SPOTS!

PEPSI!

ALL STUDENTS GET IN FREE WITH A VALID BGSU ID

"

EAT AT THE

GAME

-

STUDENT

MEAL

PLANS

ACCEPTED

THE PULSE
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By Michael Siebenaler
Grade: B-

IVe enjoyed this vampire slayer movie series, based cm the
Marvel comics, and "Blade:
Trinity" is no exception
\nni7co-producer Mlesle]
Snipes returns again as Blade.
the day walking half human/
hatf-varnplre who must stop the
• implies' desperate attempt to
nvlaim the world.
Ki is kristofferson also returns
in a diminished role as Blade's
partner/mentor
Abraham
Whistler, who must contend
with managing the increasingly
problematic business of vampire slaying.
Ryan Reynolds ("Two Guys,
A Girl and a Pizza Place", "Van
Wilder")
plays
Hannibal
King another member of
the \ightstalkers, a special
vampire slaying team. Reynolds
has a lot of memorable
dialogue lines thai expands the
corned] beyond Snipes' dry, situations! quips.
Rising star Jessica Biel ("Texas
QtainsBM Massacre", "Summer
Catch"] vies for a spot in the
female action heroine category
■is Abigail, an archery expert
whofc pan of the Nightstalkers
Another rising star, Dominic

Purcell ("Hquilibrium", "Mission
Impossible 2") plays the main
antagonist Drake. IBI agents,
mutant dogs and Hannibal's
ex-girlfriend, played by Parker
Posey, also provide some inter
esting challenges. Pro wrestler
Triple II (a.k.a. I>aul Michael
l^vesque) rounds out the cast
of baddies.
Natasha Lyonne ("Slums of
Beverly Hills", "American Pie 1 &
2") plays Sommerfield, the standard genetic genius that seems
to appear in every Blade movie.
This blind wunderkind creates the Daystar, a special biological weapon that could wipe
out all vampires.
Writer David S. Coyer ("Dark
City" and the upcoming "Batman
Begins") produced the screenplays for all diree Blade movies
and takes the reigns as director In
this third installment.
Coyer borrows a lot of the previous directors (time accelerated
sequences, etc.), but creatively
uses sound during tin interrogation scene. This movie contains a
lot of second unit shots and lots
of flashy, quick cut editing
The dialogue provides several
smooth transitions to the next
sci'nele-g. Whistler tdls Blade they
can't fight the battle alone, then
the movie aits a sequence Involv-

a rebirth of conscious rap and 4. Wu-Tang Clan - Enter the
the Native Tounges movement. Wu-Tang (36 Chambers)
This noise only increased when
Mos released his solo debut Perhaps the greatest group ol
a year later. Full of complex MCs ever, the Wu-Tang (Jan
rhymes and meditations on life combined some of the best
as a black man, Mos provided beats thanks to the R/.A and
something for underground great lyrics provided by Method
hip hop enthusiasts to feed on Man, C/.A and Ghostface Killali.
while I*utT Daddy was dominat- While the group has gone on to
ing the charts.
make better solo projects with
"36 Chambers" they were greater
than the sum of their parts and
created one of the best albums
of all time.
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'Blade'hopes to sink
teeth in pocketbooks
PULSE REPORTER
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To celebrate the 25th anniversary of hip-hop the Pulse looks
at some of the most essential
albums in hip-hop history.

ing a new key ally), but makes the
screenplay too predictable.
Some distracting tangents and
human characters (allies of the
vampires) also lower my level
of involvement in the story and
characters.
Sonimerfield's daughter and
Whistler shouldVe had a more
dramatic impact and none of
the enemies have a menacing
impact like Frost (played by torgotten actor Stephen Dorff) did
in the first movie. The narration,
surprise appearances and flash
backs don't make up forWhistler's
minimal screen time.
The excellent action sequences benefit from great stunt work,
which blends well with the special effects - a notable contrast
to the numerous computer animated figures seen in the previous installment, "Blade 2". Coyer
also uses split screen for multiple fight collage and intersperses
the opening credits with some
nice fights.
The excellent soundtrack
includes songs from Crystal
Method, The RZA, Overseer, Lil'
Flip and Ramin Djawadi (Check
out www.musictoslayby.com).
This movie is recommended
with reservations and is rated R
for violence, language and sexual content.

1. Nas- lllmatic

Nas, the inosi famous \t<:
from Qucensbridge, New York.
had what is perhaps the most
Impressive debut in hip-hop
history. Talking about the hardships of street life, while at the
same time calling for personal
responsibility among black
America Nas' "lllmatic" redefined the new era of hip hop in
the mid 90s.

3. Oe La Soul - De La Soul Is
Dead

While their debut, "Six Feel I ligli
and Rising" may be seen as more
Important in the history of hip
hop music, their follow-up went
even deeper in shewing what
was possible. Much darker and
frill of sardonic humor, "De La
Soul is Dead" let the group use
their infectious beats and still
explore serious subject matter.

5. A Tribe Called Quest - The
Low End Theory

Fusing ja/z with breezy rhythms
and the laid back rhymes of QTip A Trite Called Quest was
another part ol the Native
Tounges movement ol the early
f«)s. One of the most influential
poupsofaD time they combined
the carefree vibcol early hip hop
("Scenario") with important discussions about serious issues
("Infamous Date Rape").

2.
Mos Def - Black on Both Sides

What do you think are me
most important hip-hop
albums?
let us know at
thenews@bgnews.com

When Mos Def and i'alib Kweli
released "Blackstar" in the late
90s many people hailed it as

Art Extravaganza at Fine Arts Center on Saturday
ttu Uirhnl.
Onmrntbi
By
Nichoie Rominski
PULSE REPORTER

I his Saturday the Bowling Green
Fine \rts ( enter is hosting its

flrst \u I xtravaganza Student
organizations In ceramics, glass.
jewelry, fibers, printmaking,
photography, digital ails, sculp
lure, graphic design, painting,
metals, and drawing will get the
chance to showcase their l>esl

■.,._.-..
workLIfrom.SO
6-9 p.m. in
the Fine
Arts Building.
The hundreds of pieces up
for display are chosen by the
students themselves. But all
the art in the building won't be
designed by the students. There
will also be a faculty exhibition
as well as a design migration
exhibition, which is a design
program for alumni.

...........
To
add to the entertainment
there will he multiple activities
going on. Graduate studio nuns
and Japanese tea room presentations will commence while jazz
music will lie performed by the
Rob Howard Quartet.
To educate as well as entertain, students will be performing demonstrations. They will
show visitors how to make their

....

own pieces with demonstnttjons
on glass Mowing, metal casting;
ceramics, and making different
varieties of jewelry.
Still lookingforsomeChristmas
ideas.' Hie Art lAlravaganza will
not only be displaying pieces.
the) .lie selling diem as well. The
faculty pieces will have a higher
cost range, however, die student
pieces are designed to be more

*

affordable. Items for sale include
hand blown ornaments, jewelry
and scarves.
"The price range for the student
pieces will be anywhere from $10
to $100. We want to make things
affordable for die students" said

art teacher DennisUojikieui; /.
All the proceeds from the sold
artwork will support the student organizations. Ilie sale is
December II from 6-9 p.m. in
die Fine Arts Center. For mote

Information call 419-372-2786.

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*28S/mo.
• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
353-7272
(papa)

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2000*
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

■>*"' *"v
«- ^V..

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am 1 pm

Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am

Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
HOURS! Sun:
11 am-1:30am
cash, checks |

• Furnished
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
• Laundry on site
Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

55 "•"* ^p

1 Large, 1 Item

§[?l(giM

$g99
Nolimi

GREENBRIAR, INC.

No coupon

• • e "ecessary

wwv» greenbriarremals.com

Starting at

$735/month
+ Utilities

Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
#g www.greenbriarrentals.com
—

9 # # # #

i HELPED SAVE a LIFE TODAY, i GAVE PLASMA.
My roommate used to do it all the time.

HOUSES!
HOUSES! HOUSES!
Starting as low as $1,275 mo.+ utilities

Finally, she talked me into it. I was a little
nervous at first, but

» Spacious 3 & 4 Bedroom layouts
»1 & 2 car garages with automatic
door openers
»Walk in closets and ample storage
»Full size washer and dryer
»Microwaves, diswashers. and
garbage disposals

it was really easy. It

didn't hurl and only look two hours. Then,
we found out that plasma was used to
make

medicines

for

people

with

Receive up to
$200
a
month
hemophilia and other illnesses. I felt even
better. The money didn't hurt either...il
helps make ends meet when money is tight.
But even after I'm out of college, I'm still

2 lull baths •
Plenty ol parking«
Gas log fireplaces •
(in most houses)
Occupancy limited lo 3«
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuttle Route«
Only 2 blocks Irom campus! •

Mi

i i 8L

going to give plasma. Because it's a way I
can help other people...because it's the

Bring in this ad and receive 50% OFF your
Security Deposit now through November 30.2004.

righf thing to do.
You can help save someone's life by giving plasma. You'll receive $20 per visit

BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES

419 425 8680

1789 E. Melrose Avenue • Findlay, OH 45840 • www.biolifeplasma.com

-Ox
nil! .ft.

m*

GREENBRIAR, INC.

419.352.0717
www. greenbriarrentals. com

BG SPORTS
BRIEFING
Gymnastics hosts
annual scrimmage
The Bowling (keen gymnastics squad will host the annual
Brawn and Orange scrimmage
mis Saturday I he meet is scheduled io begin at 1 pm at the
Lpplci Center,
rhenexi event after the scrim
mage will be in Lexington, when
the Falcons take on Kentucky,
lanuary H.
Bowling Green's next home
meet will be lanuary 16 when
they host Ball State [he meet is
scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. at
the I ppler Center.

5

Bengals
success
may see
limits
MATT
RIDDLE

The tiddler
The Bengals are comfortable with the term "hlstorj
repeats Itself". In the 2003
season the Cincinnati Bengals
started off their season 1-4 and
ended their year with a 9-7
record. Itiis yeat the Bengal's
started oil their year at i -i and
have fought their way hack to
surprising 6-6.
The Bengals are currently in
a playofl hum In the AFC thai
Consists Ol only one remaining
spin New England has a lock
on the AFC West, Pittsburgh on
the \l C North, Indianapolis has
a strong grip on the Alt' South,
San Diego is holding strong with
a two-game lead in the \i'(. Wesl
and the New York lets are sitting
comfortably in one of two wildcard slots.
This only leaves one spot tor
four different teams (Bengals,
Bills, Ravens, laguars and
Broncos). All five of these
respected learns have tough
schedules. This is a playoff race
that the Bengals have a legitimate shot at winning.
I'he lour teams that stand
ahead ol the Cincinnati Bengals
are Buffalo Bills, Baltimore
Havens, Jacksonville laguars
and Denver Broncos. The
Buffalo Bills have been the
most inconsistent team in the
Ml this year, fans in Buffalo
never know which team they
will be watching.
I he bottom line is that the
Bills are too inconsistent to
make the playoffs. The only
chance they have to win the
next few games and sneak into
the playoffs relies on the legs
of running back Willis McCahec.
The Baltimore Ravens are a team
on the decline. -Starting off their
campaign this season strongly,
they have suddenly fallen into
a slump and stand at 7-5. The
Ravens have one of the best
defenses in the league but they
have an inconsistent offense.
The main reason they won't
make the playoffs, however,
is thai they have to play two
hot teams (Pittsburgh and
Indianapolis). The lacksonvillc
laguars have also hit a significant
slump in recent games. Having
had the lead in their division the
entire year, the laguars recently
lost their cool, The team and
Coach lack Del Rio will definitely be sitting out in lanuary.
The Denver Broncos have the
best shot at filling this final
playoff spot. Quarterback lake
Plummet is having one his best
seasons and the defense is one
of the toughest in the league.
The Broncos face a weak
schedule and their team is
filled with too much veteran
leadership: Veterans John
Lynch and Champ Bailey were
brought in especially to handle
adversity. The Bengals still have
an incredible shot at making
the playoffs.
Cincinnati has a pretty tough
schedule, with upcoming
games against the Patriots and
Eagles. If the Bengals can go 3-1
or sneak in a win this weekend
and go 4-0 they can make the
playoffs. The Bengals play winnable games against the Giants
and Bills.
The best thing about the
remaining four games is that
they play the Eagles. Usually
this would be a bad thing
because the Eagles are the
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Women travel to New Mexico
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORIS 101 TOR

If the Howling Green womens
basketball team has anything
on their side it is their youthlul

exuberance,
rhe Falcons top five scorers at
this point in the season consist
ill loin sophomores and a fresh-

man and the future continues to
get brighter for the falcons.
"I'm excited about the success
of our youth," IKi head coach
i un Millet said, "i'he concern
of all the youths Is are the sophomores ready to lead-'We have
tremendous seniors hut the)
don't play as many minutes.*
I he cure of the team is the
sophomore class.
Forward All Mann is coining off a great freshman campaign that saw her win the Mid\metican (inference freshman
of the year, she has continued
her success this season, scoring I l.fi points and grabbing 7.2
hoards pel game.
Statistically, she has hern
second to Post player Li/
Ilonegger, who is putting in

14 points per game and nine exactly It) points per contest.
Miller said the team is probrebounds per contest.
Forwards Megan Thorbum ably in the lop 50 In the nation.
(10.2 points per game) and which would make them a
Cftrin Home (10 points pet probable participant in the Big
game] join the duo as double Dance come March.
On top of playing top-ofdigit scorns.
These players were expect the-line competition, the
ed to contribute, the surprise Falcons will get to play in a big
comes with freshman point time venue.
I he Lobos normally draw a
guard Kate Achler, who is avet
aging 10.5 and 3.8 assists per crowd to "the Pit" that would
contest and is currently shar- fill Anderson Arena more than
ing time with seniorl cue Lewis twice over and should he the
biggest crowd the I alums
at the point.
" I he big picture is that we have played in front of during
ma) be one of the only teams Miller's tenure.
The venue should put the
in the country where the top
live scorers are sophomores Falcons' \l \t tournament
games at the Gund \rena last
and freshman."
Theyouth filled group will get season to shame.
"i'he team is tired, hut excited
a shot at this big time tonight in
Albuquerque, N.M. when they to go io New Mexico," Miller
said. "As competitive athletes,
take on New Mexico.
The I obos come into the there's not a competitive envigame with a 1-1 record and have ronment better. I believe we
beaten the likes of Oklahoma will play in front of 10 to 12
State and Missouri They are a thousand people."
rhe Falcons will take flight
deep team, as their only player sioiing in double digits is in Albuquerque tonight at io
Dionne Marsh, who averaged p.m. LSI.

BACK AT IT

leers face off with
Michigan this weekend
By Kevin Shields
SENIOR

Stum Garner BGNews
DRIVING: BG sophomore Austin Montgomery drives to the hoop
against Bradley on November 27th. Montgomery and the Falcons
travel to Youngstown State this Saturday in hopes to improve their
record to 5-1. The game is scheduled to start at 3 p.m.

GOING UP STRONG: BG's An Mann goes up for a shut against Youngstown
State while teammate Liz Honegger watches on November 30th

Bi»0»I[B

Yost Ice Arena in Ann Arbor,
Mich, is considered by many to
be the toughest place to pla\ .it
in college hockey Tonight, the
17tll ranked I -alcnns will get theii
shot to become the first team
this season to win at Yost when
they take on the 4th ranked
Michigan Wolverines in what
may be BG's biggest Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
series \ el this season.
So far this season, the
Vvbrverines (11-4-1 overall; 91-0 CCI1A) are 6-0-1 at home,
as a 1-1 tie with 7th ranked
New Hampshire has been the
Only game keeping them from
a perfect home record. They
are a perfect 5-0 in CCHA play
at home though and last season had a perfect home record
against the CCHA (13-0) during
the regular season.
"It's a great atmosphere them"
head coach Scott Paluch said
about Yost. They really have
it going in terms of support for
their hockey program. It makes
for a very difficult place to play.
but it's certainly an enjoyable
place to play. A lot of guys look
forward to going tip there arid
being in that environment, and
I think it brings out the best
in all players, If you can play
well in that environment you
can play well anywhere, so it's a

challenge to each individual, as
well as our team."
"When you go then' you'll lx¥
heckled by the fans and they'll
be yelling at you and screaming .a you, calling you different
things," forward Wen Melodic
said about playing at Vosi
"Hearing that though, for me
personal!) and for a lot ofothei
gu\s on this team, il gets you
pumped up. If were doing our
job, the) II be on us all night and
the mine tun we'll have."
The Wolverines come into
the weekend oil a hnmc-andhonie sweep of Notre Dame,
which saw them out-score the
Irish MI. including an H-O
shutout In South Bend, hid. last
Saturday night
l.l.llciisickandliiTlainbcllini
lead the way for the Wolverines
this season, as they have Ixith
tallied eight goals on the year.
Hensick. a sophomore is coin
ingoffa freshman season, which

saw him lead Michigan In points,
scoring 12 goals while recording
24 assists for a 4t> point total

.mil earning first team Ml 11 n \
honors. He, like lainbellini two
seasons ago when he was a
freshman, is likely to become a
first round draft pick at the end
of the year, as he currently leads
the team In points (8-11-19) this
season again.

Cither key contributors for the
Wolverines up front are Andrew

i bbett, Milan (iajic. Brandon
Kalcniccki. Chad Kolarik. David
Moss and Kevin Porter
On defense, the Wolverines
have six solid defensemen, who
are arguably one of the best
defensive cores in the nation.
ii is lead bj i in Werner, who
has live goals and eight assists
on the year. Brandon R
Matl llunwiik. Nick M,il lens.
lason Dest and Iim took are
the others
Then In net, second team Ml
American and first round draft
pick. Al Montoya. returns Im the
Wolverines. He currently has a
.MI goal against average with a
save percentage of .901 and has
two shutouts.
"Theyareb) tat themostexplo
siveteam In our league," Paluch
said about the Wolverines and
their skill. "They're the deep
est team at both the forward
positions and the defensive
positions. They are extremely
quick and powerful throughout
their lineup and they're probably as deep as am team in the
country in terms pulling out
four lines and six dctcnscmcn.
Then on top of thai the) have
a returning All-Amcrican in net.
in Al Montoya."
'You got to be extreme!) Intel
ligent in terms of not turning the
pink over, but also when we're
in the attacking /one we have
HOCKEY, PAGE 11

Racial letters sent to high school football players
By Connie Malim
1HE ASSOCIAKO PRESS

A person who has sent threatening letters denouncing interracial relationships to some
National Football U-ague players
and odier prominent black men
is now targeting high school athletes, authorities said Thursday.
St Ignatius and St. Edward,
two Roman Catholic high
schools in Cleveland with
well-known sports programs,
received threatening letters
addressed to student athletes,
FBI special agent Bob Hawk said.
St. Ignatius received eight letters
Nov. 30. St. Edwards received
two letters last week.
Hawk said he only knew of

schools in Ohio receiving letters
Over the past two years, 60
such letters have been sent to at
least six NFL players and other
well-known black men across
the nation, including civic and
business leaders. None of the
recipients has been identified.
The mail, postmarked from
cities in northeast Ohio and
Pennsylvania, criticized interracial relationships and direct the
men to end such relationships
"or they're going to be castrated,
shot or set on fire."
The letters were usually signed
"angry white woman" or "angry
Caucasian woman.''
There is no suspect and the
FBI is asking anyone with infor-

mation to contact the agency. photographed for a local news
An offender could be charged paper's scholastic sports secwith sending threats through tion, said Carolyn Kovach, the
the mail, which is punishable school's spokeswoman.
from six months to five years
The
black
athletes
in prison.
were pictured with white,
"It's hard to say what trips this female athletes.
guy's switch. My guess is diat
Kovach said tile writer had
he sees a photo in a newspaper apparently assumed the athor magazine or shown on TV letes were dating "All I know is
— that's speculation — where a they appeared in photographs
black male is in the company of together." she said. "It's ridicua white female, and I think that's lous. I want this person to know
what trips his switch and the let- you're creating alarm and hurtters follow," Hawk said.
ing people with your words. I
The letters mailed to St. can't believe people think this
Ignatius were addressed to way in 2004."
the soccer team and players
The mail was intercepted by
for other sports — some from school security and never made
other area schools — who were it into the hands of the students,
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whose parents were immediate
ly notified. The school called the
FBI and was unaware that it was
part of a larger case. Kovach said.
St. Ignatius has toughened
its security that includes cameras and guards, The students
involved were given parking
spares closer to the school
entrance and told that "at anytime if they want a security
escort to their cars to let us know,"
Kovach said.
St. Edward principal Eugene
Hover said his school received
two letters "of a racist and threatening nature that we immedj
ately turned over to the Fill \i i
specific student was named in
those letters, he said

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
WRh football being lazy this week and handing out some
awanfcinNewMDfhCrtyitrstimetDofficiallyghettievveetend
to basketball. Baling Green will spend ther weekend trying
to extend thar winning streak while the women play in front a
of a large crowd in New Mewco. Toledo gets to take a crack at
Duke and Illinois will get to defend their reign on top against
Oregon while Kentucky and Indiana do battle.

Bowling Green at
Youngstown State score
Rant
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Bowling Green at
New Mexico score
Rant

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
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1 #
ELLIOTT SCHREINER

ADAM HRITZAK

MIKE METZGER

SEAN CORP

76-57 BG

75-62 BG

82 55 BG

87-63 BG

This is just the
beginning. A 30game winning streak
is in store for BG.

Teams are struggling to score on
us and Youngstown
State will do same.

I think BG played
BG continues their
bad against Bluffton winning streak.
but they will use it
Bring on some real
as a wake up call.
competition.

77-75 BG

66-59 BG

72-64 BG

70-64 BG

Upset time as Curt
Miller gets his biggest win as BG's
head coach.

Big win can turn
around slow start
for the Falcons.

'The Pit' may have
a great crowd but
nothing our ladies
can't handle

Jill and Kelly are
the best c/o Kelly
Burleson.

92-63 Duke

85-72 Duke

115-52 Duke

92-64 - Duke

Don't kid yourself UT,
you'll be lucky to win
the MAC this season

1 love to root
against Duke, but
Ewing and Reddick
are dynamite.

This would be a
great win for the
MAC but it just
won't happen.

If the Blue Devils
screw this up they
should all quit

88-61 Kentucky

78-77 Indiana

84-67 Kentucky

86-78 Kentucky

UK will avenge my
anger from having to
watch IU instead of
UNC-UK last Sat

Young IU has
played tough vs.
top opponents, now
they get one.

This game helps
Indiana's strength
of schedule but not
their win column

The Hoosiers aren't
ready for an upset
special just yet.

78 - 53 Illinois

Toledo at
No. 9 Duke Score
Rant

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Indiana at
No. 10 Kentucky score
Rant

MEN'S BASKETBALL

V

Oregon at
No. 1 Illinois

Score

75-55 Illinois

89-60 Illinois

92-71 Illinois

Rant

Your best player is
a Cav now Oregon,
get ready for a rough
day.

The lllini are head
and shoulders
above the rest, as
ot now.

Illinois is already on The Ducks will
the road to the Final go down, even if
Four. This game
Emilito Estevez calls
won't stop them
out for a flying V.

Score

72-66 Michigan

78-70 Michigan

68-57 Michigan

68-60 Michigan

Rant

UM's too athletic
They're young and
talented, 1 hate being for South Florida to
hang for 40 minan OSU fan during
utes
basketball season.

They may not be
the fab five but
they will still win
this game.

The game will be
close, but Michigan
will pull away at
the end.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

South Florida at
Michigan
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Wolves will be test
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 10

lo be very smart about nol getling three guys caught deep and
allowing them to get diree or
four guys involved in the attack
on us ail night long." he added.
For BG (8-4-2 overall; 5-3-2
CCHA), Jordan Sigalet is feeling
better and is expected to be in
net for both games this weekend after sitting out Saturday's
home game against Michigan
State with flu-like symptoms in
a li I loss. He had 46 saves on
47 shots in the Falcons' 2-1 win
at MBU last Friday night His
current goals against average is
2.48 with a save percentage of
.928 and has one shutout.
Jonathan Sigalet and Derek
Whitmore both had two goals
this past weekend to lead the
scoring, while Brett Pilkington
had four assists to lead the team
in points on the weekend.
The Falcons registered four
goals on tile power-play last
weekend to bring their season
power-play goal total to 24.
They are currently first in the
CCHA iii power-play percentage at .224 percent.
lonathan Matsumoto is second in the league in power-play
goals with six anil Rich Melodic
is tied for third with live.
"I think our power-play has
been a pretty interesting animal to figure out," l'aluch said.
"The positive is that we have
been able to score goals on our
power-play and our percentage is up there. VVeYc scored
some goals, we've scored goals
in all types of fashion and yet
we've had stretches where
our power-play has killed our
momentum by nol being able
to get much going. It's been

interesting and we'll continue
to work at it and improve."
"I think this year we just have
a lot more guys who can score,
like Whitmore, Matsumoto,
luster and Hodgson," Melodic
said about the power-play.
"They're ail guys who came to
our team and jumped right on
the power-play. They're all pretty skilled guys and are guys that
we just didn't have last year."
"We had good offensive guys
last year, but diis year I think we
have more depth this year and
have had control of the puck a
lot of time for most of the two
minutes and when you do that
you're going to score goals," he
added.
A big reason for the success of
the power- play has been the big
play from the top three defensemen on die team. Jonathan
Sigalet, Michael Flodgson and
Don Morrison each have nine
points on the year.
"You look at where those three
guys are, with nine points out of
each of those guys." Paluch said.
"There's not many teams in college hockey that are going to
have 27 combined points out of
their top three leading defensemen. We stressed getting contributions out of our defensemen
this year and so far we're seeing
it out of those guys."
This defensive core and
power-play unit will look to
keep scoring this weekend
as tonight they head to Yost
Ice Arena for a 7:35 p.m. faceoff. Tomorrow night, the two
teams will return to BC for a
7:05 p.m. face-off here at the
BG Ice Arena, in the second
game of this crucial CCHA
series to finish off the first half
of the season.

Look for our
GMAC BOWL GAME GUIDE
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 15

AFC playoff picture crowded
BENGALS, FROM PAGE 10

playing for southern Ohio
but lor the North as well.
best team in football, but the) With the Browns currently
play them the last game of at 3-9. Browns fans will turn
the year. This means Donovan to watch their rivals in the
McNabb and others will be playoff race. Cincinnati
benched so they are not has emerged as a strong
injured for the playoffs. franchise since Coach Marvin
Pans of Cincinnati have lewis arrived last year.
high hopes according to The reason for the Bengals'
die-hard fan and BG student success these recent games
Kyle Kleman. "The Bengals is the play of young stars
Johnson,
Carson
have a legitimate shot at Chad
the playoffs — it would be Palmer, Rudi Johnson and T.J
great for the city and the lloushmandzadeh.
Chad Johnson continues
franchise. Hope is all we have,"
to put up Pro Bowl numbers.
Kyle said.
The Bengals are not onh Carson Palmer is emerging as

one of the top quarterbacks in
the league. Rudi Johnson still
can't be stopped.
Plus, the Bengals have
established one of the best
receiving cores in the league
with Kelly Washington and II
lloushmandzadeh.
T.J is closing in on a 1,000
receiving season and a breakout year. The Cincinnati
Bengals have a chance to make
the playoffs for the second
year in row. Maybe this year
for Christmas Santa will give
the Bengals a playoff birth and
continue to give the Browns
coal in their stocking.
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Heavenly Vacations
Homes of Florida, Inc.
Condos Starting at $59 a night
Private pool homes at $88 a night
3-7 bedroom homes with private pool
2-3 & 4 bedroom condos with community pool access

My BGSU is Extending Hours
for the Opening of Spring Semester 2005

10 min from Walt Disney world - Orlando
15-20 min for Universal Studios & Sea World
Centrally located from Daytona Beach, CoCo Beach & ClearWater Beach

To help students and faculty obtain needed information
My BGSU will provide added access for acquiring

Students' Class Schedules
Faculty Class Rosters
on
Saturday, January 8 - 7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.*
Sunday, January 19 - 7:30 a.m. - 11:59 p.m.*
Monday, January 10 - midnight - 9:00 p.m.*
My BGSU may be unavailable for up to a 30-minute period beginning at
5:30 p.m. on Sunday, January 9 and at 6:00 a.m. Monday January 10 in
order to complete necessary system functions.

1-800-935-2802

www.HeavenlyVAChomes.com

IS YOUR CAR READY FOR SNOWY WEATHER?
ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10%

riiMi'UH.HI BiE!
"Wi^"

Irak* Pad* and Urn

Includes FREE Inspection

Standard availability continues
Sunday through Saturday from 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Sal* tntfs seen
Hurry In An«J Ssvcl
win HUT, M NAT ANT oSMPtrmm OPFW

"Parking, Change Home Address, My Financial Aid Status,
and Hire a Student Employee applications will not be
available during extended hours.

ON ANY 4 TIRES
Includes FREE
Alignment Check

firmwm»

NO OTHCM OtKOUNTt APPLY - LUPMS 1WM

200%

PRICE GUARANTEE

Questions may be directed to the Technology Support Center (TSC),
129 Hayes Hall, 2-0999, tsc@.bgnet.bgsu.edu
TSC will be open noon - 6:00 p.m. Saturday,
January 8 and Sunday, January 9

J

mtmmmsamccmasQ^^U TJSS^^Sif
«t» South Main Street - Across from ALU Foods

"""S^iltS "<££*"**
WE'LL REFUND 100%
OF THE DIFFERENCE!

find More Coupons On-line: thetlreman.com

■ iimn.'m

:i4

Oil Change
and Tire Rotation

5W20; SWM; or 10WJ0 lacloded
lncluda« FREE Inspection
IfcMt Cm ft UftM TIMIN

■■" nM IMNMMAtal FM •*» l*M T«.
NO oj*rAq?y.qy!';t *m; _uw»i> _< yy»*
BEST DEAL

IN TOWN

«sumn

Chassis Lube
•NO

FREE
FkiW Toe-offs'
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Travel

"(BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20+ Of Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
www.SpnngBreaKTravel.CQm
1-800-678-6386.
!!!SPRING BREAK! CANCUN.
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459+ Tax! FLORIDA $159'
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners,
30-50+ Hours Free Drinks'
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
■vww.SpnnflSreaKTfavel.com
1 -800-678-6386.
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wanted. 1-800-2347007. endlesssummerlours.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS. America's *1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts Info/Reservations 1-800-648
4849 www.slstraYfll.cgm,
Spring Break 2005 Challenge find
a better pnee! Lowest price specials!
Free Meals! November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips & cash!
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Services Offered
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with 1 click!
http://www.bookhq.com

'BARTENDING! $300/0ay potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

3 duplexes/3 bdrm. each. 1-2 bdrm.
partially furn. apt. avail. Aug 15, 05
Call 419-352-4773, 419-265-1061.

GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CARI Now paying
drivers S800-$3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.treecarkey.com

Avail, now for quiet laculty/grad stdt.
No alcohol/no smoking. BG Nat'l
Histonc Reg. Bay window w/ stained
glass. 2 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, bsmt..
Ivg. rm., din. rm.. kit., W/D, stove,
refrig. 419-261-2038.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES at YMCA
CampWillson 1-800-423-0427.
YMCA Camp Willson is taking applications lor year round Naturalist positions as well as summer camp
counselor positions. For an application visit www.ymcawillson.ora
or give us a call.
Kidz Watch now hiring child care
aides. Aplly in person at 560 Craig
Dr. Perrysburg. 419-874-9678, lor
directions
WINTER BREAK WORKI
S12.25 Bau/Appt.
'Entry-level customer sales/service
'1-5 week work program
'Continue during spring semester
'All ages 18* Conditions exist
'Interview now. start after finals
Call Now 419-861-6134
WORK CHRISTMAS BREAK
HELP WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
oiler flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
and evening shifts available Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk Irom campus. Pay is $6/hr.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs.Avk. Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Products, Inc, 428 Clough St., Bowling
Green. OH 43402. 419-354-2844

For Rent
(NEW) BUCKEYE STUDIOS (NEW)
Now leasing for Spr. Sem. to
seniors
& grad students. Fully furn. studio
apts. Incld. all util. & 25' cable TV
Visit Buckeye Inn at 1740 E Wooster or call 352-1520 for more into.
" Now subleasing lor Jan. 2005. Lg.
studio apt: new. clean, spacious, cathedral ceilings. AC, tree parking.
419-260-9064
'" Lg Houses & Apts for '05-06,
Across from University
321 E. Merry 6 Bedrms.
926 E. Wooster 6 Bedrms.
1030 E. Wooster 5 Bedrms.
303 E. Merry 5 Bedrms.
315 E. Merry 2-4 Bedrms.
146 S College 3 Bedrms.
Also other houses, apts. & etls. Call
now 419-353-0325 9am - 9pm
Some 1st semester leases available
Listing located 24/7 @ 316 E. Merry
#3 plus apts. 1 & 2 bedrms. starling
1/5-04.
1 bdrm. apt. Available end ol Dec.
$350/mo. ♦ util.
Call 352-5414.

Personals
Paghais Pizza & Campus Pollyeyes.
Have you been there yet?

1 bdrm. apts. avail. May '05 & Aug.
'05. $350 mo. plus utilities. Call 419787-7577.
2 bdrm. apt. nicely turn., directly
across Irom campus. For more into
please call 419-352-2636 or 412841-5160.

Wanted
Female subleaser wanted ASAP! 1
rm. in Sterling Apt. through Aug. 05
•Will pay $200 ol 1 st month rent"
Call Denae at 419-944-4621.

2 bdrm. apt., unlurn. Avail. 5/15/05.
Located 1st block S. College Dr
$625 incl. util. & gas Dep. req Call
419-686-4700, or 419-348-3134.
2005-2006. 3, 2 S 1 bdrm. apts.
For more information call 419-3549740.

Need 2 graduation tickets.
Will pay.
Call Justin at 513-307-1786

3 boVm. house
131 N. Church St. $900/mo.
419-308-2456.

Need 2 graduation tickets.
Will pay.
Call Chris 330-904-0964
Need graduation tickets. Will pay. II
not attending please call Kanml at
419-214-2069

3 bdrm. house avail, at 236 Troup
St. avail, lor 2005-06 school yr
Avail.
starting Aug. 2005. 12 mo. lease,
$1000 per mo. & util. 419-308-1405.

Help Wanted

Available Aug. 15,2005:
3 Bedroom Houses:
606 5th St $1,000/mo.
114 Ridge St $1200/mo.
227 E Reed$1200/mo.
2 Bedroom House:
819 N. Summit S400/mo.
3 Bedroom Apartment:
443 N. Enterprise $800/mo.
2 Bedroom Apartment:
112 Ridge St. 9 mo $400/mo./
12 mo. $350/mo.
1 Bedroom Apartment.:
112 Ridge $350/mo.
Efficiency Apartment:
443 N. Enterprise $250/mo.
All close to BGSU.
Call 419-686-4651.
Female renter to sublet home w/ 2
lemale rmles. lor remainder ol lease
which ends July '05 Within walking
distance from campus. $284 mo. &
utilities. 419-352-9628.
Female subleaser needed Jan.-Aug.
$262.50/mo. + elec. Nice apt., huge
bdrm., across Irom campus on E.
Reed Call 419-306-9362, ask lor
Lindsay.
Female sublsr wanted. 1 turn, bdrm
in a 2 bdrm apt $260. Free cable &
gas. Avail. Dec. 20 until Aug. 15.
131 StateSt. 419-908-0627.
FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. house lor
2005-06 sch. year, starting in May.
W/O, central air. 606 Clough. $990
mo. & util 419-654-9512
For rent from Jan.-Aug. house on
Wooster St. 1 mln. away from
downtown. 2stones. 2 bathrooms,
3 bdrms. 219 E. Wooster $740/mo.
Caddy corner to BW3.
419-376-4079.
For rent. 1 bdrm. apt. avail, end ol
Dec. 608 S. Main apt. B. $335/mo.

&

util very nice, quiet, no pets, no
smoking. 419-575-2412
For Sublease: 1 or 2 bdrms avail, in
Sterling Apts. Fully fum. Avail. 12/17
-begin of Aug. $320 mo. negotiable
& util. (each room). Time ol sublease also neg. Chns 419-494-1236
Houses and 1.2.3 bdrm. apts.
For 2005-2006.
352-5239.
HOUSES HOUSES
May 2005 Lease
3 Bedroom Houses
239 A Manville-$650'mo.
849 B Sixth St.-$750/mo.
4 Bedroom Houses
302 A South College-$1200/mo.
302 B South College-$1200/mo.
815 B Third St.-$1200/mo.
August 2005 Lease
3 Bedroom House
1318 East Wooster-$1000/mo.
4 Bedroom Houses
241 Manville-51000/mo.
249Manville-$1200/mo.
1 Bedroom Duplex
239 B. Manville-$350/mo
849 Sixth St -$325/mo
Frobose Rentals 919 Melrose,
Bowling Green. OH 419-352-9392.
Need sublsr, 1 bdrm. apt $3907mo.
♦ util. Short walk to bars & campus,
built-in furniture, front porch. Call
Emily
419-494-6720.
leave
message
Needs subleaser. 1 to 3 ppl. to lake
over lease until Aug. 15, with option
to renew. 2 bdrm., 1 bath on corner
ol Wooster & Mercer. Haven House
next to campus. Newly remodeled.
W & D included. $555/mo • utilities.
Contact Kyle 419-409-1466
Nice house. 2 bdrm., 1.5 bath,
garage, appliances. Available now.
No dogs. $645 419-308-1915.
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ACROSS
1
6
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
27
31
32
33
35
38
40
42
43

Fanatical
Thingamajig
In what way?
Without support
Extraterrestrial
Mary ol "Where Eagles Dare"
See30D
Tonic's partner
Basic beliefs
Totality
Take note of
contendere
Impressive display
Abuse
Iditarod terminus
Neighbor of Miss.
Letter base
Vice
Local
Flower part
Fast fliers' letters
_ Ingalls Wilder

22
24
26
27
28
29
30

45
47
48
50
52
55
56
57
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

Simple craft
vera
Windfall
Purpose
Those who owe
Guy's date
Misfortunes
Fasten your lacket
Ethel of Broadway
Yoko_
See30D
Bay window
"Peter Pan" girl
In the arms of
Morpheus
Residences
Having paddles
Armistice Day mo.
Shopping center
Pelvic bones
See 300
Definition of 17A, 64A.
11D and 29D
Dashboard ol an
English car
Poker variation
Concerning

Carps and minnows
On the market
Latvian capital
Big name in video games
Musical performance
Molecular component
Madame Bovary
Paunch
Wear out the welcome mat
Seinfeld's uncle
See30D
Concert
Change to fit
Intestine segment
Prohibit
River through Paris
Serengeti predator

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

^Studa

PISniM€LLO'S
90 /D Minimum

Open Wot'ktt.iys 4PM

- Lunch Fu -S.it -Sun

Houses and Apts
1 -3 person-12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
or www.bgapartments com
5 bdrm. house, 2 baths, partially
turn., washer & dryer, AC. covered
patio, no pets, next to campus @
220 E Reed St Greatly reduced
rate. Jan.-April 05, il planning to extend lease for 1 yr. starting in May at
$1200 . util Call 419-351-3639
Lg 2 br. townhouse. vaulted ceilings,
spinal staircase, garage.dwash.
avail now. Call 419-352-1104.
Mela nas turn room for 'eni n BG
lor a clean, neat, A resp person.
Freedom ol house. $200 deposit.
$250/mo Call 419-354-6117
Spacious 2 bdrm , 2 bath apt. near
campus Available now through
Aug
419-806-1140.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
724 S. College Dr-2 BR unlurn. apt
1.5 baths, starting at $425/mo .
'dep
$425. Tenant pays elec NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
322 dough. SI.-2 BR unlurn apt
above garage. $490/mo plus all util
Deposit $490 NO PETS!
826 7th SI. 12-2 BR unlurn apt
$475/mo, dep $475. Tenant pays
E,W,S. NO PETS!
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate, Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office at 319 E. Wooster St
across Irom Taco Bell

r.li:i47f 1;T3

Beaut'

CINEMA 5

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Ball)
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14" Combo Pizza

includes 3 Items
Faiita chicken = 2 items I

• 12/M/M
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THE STREETS HOTTEST

HIP HOP MIXTAPE
buy 2 tor $10
Far ondrs contact: ftarartuliieytfioocom
3O-2J0M74 »w»«knoM31H»t

6-

BladeTrinitym): 4:20.7:20.10 IS
Chmtmu with the Knnki n:
4:10,7:10,10:10
RayiKDi: 9:45
# Ocean's IWtrMtK-il): 1:00,7:00.
10:00 HoPosti
The Polar Eipressici: 4:30.7:30.9:50
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c ov uwia net t UIIS • MO NS» • w sureoMiits
cinemark.com
bAounts^s
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Trinity United
Methodist Church

Management Inc.

NOW RENTING FOR

2005-2006
Call 353-5800
H L AE»
Hillsdale Apartments

S rvlet

Bowling Green, OH
Rent?! Office: (41S) 354-2260
www.johnnewlovereal0suts.com
A
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JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL 319ESTATE,
INC.
E. Wooster St.
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The Best Seat
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in 30-Smdo) Sduol

Stop in and talk with the friendly staff at

hamrock Village
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ONE MO& weex,

Subleasers needed ASAP 2 bdrm
spacious apt. DW/AC balcony. Very
near campus. $610/mo Gas &
cable
included Call 419-606-0287.
Roommate wanted. Lg. 2 bdrm
townhouse NW BG No deposit req.
Rent $325 Call 419-353-4284

Bu»lmg (mxn Ohio 4J402-2527
Plume 4l9-.liJ.9MI
l«\ JI9-J5J-5I9I
l-.-mail tnnityla wvnetonj

1082 Fairview
' 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
' Dishwasher
1
Garbage Disposal
| Washer/Dryer Hook-ups (2/3bdrm)
Carports
BGSU Shuttle Stop
Can Have up to 5 People
on the lease
Few open now!

Prui\inn and Pnnlaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowiinx Green
Evergreen Apartments

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$470!
On selected floor plans

21SEaitPoe
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Shuttle Stop
15 minutes walk to Math/Science

Heinzsite Apartments
710 North Enterprise
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
Walk to Campus
Few open nowl __

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities

419-352-1520
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For Rent

For Rent

Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8 30- 5:30 Sat 8:30- 4:30
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203 N. Main Iffl1"*** 352-5166

« Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 «v

Summer, samestw, or yeariea*<
Low asIncludes »= M»* ■

54 Little Richard hit,"_
Fruttl"
58 Next
60 Eye amorously
61 Anon
62 Novelist Ferber
64 Bell and Barker
65 Rage

■-

VOTED BEST PIZZA 12 STRAI

Writer Jong
Living in still waters
Biographical datum
Tolerate
Sock pattern
Put to work
Show-biz notable

53 Greek letter

V

Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.

ESHStagJ to
,he

39
41
44
46
49
51
52

ANSWERS

M

200 Noflh Summit Surd

3 houses left. 3, 4. S 5 bdrm. Great
location! W/O, AC. May '05 lease
419-353-2382

419-354-0070
419-352-1520

■■

■■I
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For Rent

Babysitter needed tor 2 yr. old boy
in our BG home. M, T, W & F 8am1pm Call 419-823-1891.
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PIZZcV

• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking
waiTVKHMM
.*Mjrt%mm

3
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FREE HI ■AT

zIS
419-353-7715 £§f

Green Beaver Apts.
642 South College
2 Bedroom in House,
Pets allowed
3 Bedroom Townhouses
Can hold up to 5 people
Loft style
Washer/Dryer
11/2 baths/2 Car Garage

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
Check our website at
www.meccabq.com
for complete listing

